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2 Everything for Your House and Garden

The company was formed ten years ago and has 
grown before our very eyes. We keep up with the 
times but do not lose our style. This the Czech brand 
FIELDMANN, which celebrates its tenth anniversary 
this year. The popularity of FIELDMANN products 
grows year by year and our loyal customers are 
expanding. Thanks to them, we can continuously 
adjust and supplement our o�er and improve the 
overall range.

A�er ten years, FIELDMANN is no longer only 
a brand of garden equipment for the maintenance 
of lawns, trees, shrubs and �ower beds. It is also an 
assistant when cleaning the house and garden, 
a  partner for maintaining and improving your 
home, and a supplier of equipment for pumping 
water. For several years, customers have been able 
to choose from a wide range of garden furniture 
while the range of grills and car accessories is still 
expanding.

The link between all our products is excellent quality, 
reliability, safety and easy operation. FIELDMANN 
brings the latest trends while ensuring maximum 
comfort when working in the garden, the house 
and the workshop. And because FIELDMANN 
emphasises reliability, our machines are equipped 
with quality components and our tools excel in 
precise processing. The modern design, optimal 
parameters and good quality of the FIELDMANN 
brand are available at a�ordable prices.

This jubilee catalogue is greatly expanded, for 
example, in the car accessories category. Especially 
in bad weather, dirt can easily get inside a car. To 
quickly and easily remove it, try our interior and 
exterior car wash kits. You can �nd more news in the 
garden equipment section where there are new 
mowers with electric starters, and in the category for 
garden hand tools. You will appreciate the folding 
hand saw when pruning thick branches, which can 
be easily folded into a backpack when camping, 
for example. The electric tools section also features 
a new spray gun.

For our new products and our current range, you 
can rely on the FIELDMANN brand. We hope 
that this year you will be pleasantly surprised by 
the news.

QUALITY, DESIGN
AND UNIQUENESS;
THIS IS FIELDMANN

Introduction
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Cordless Technology 20 VWorkshop/Garden

Easy Battery 
Replacement
Press the yellow 
lock and pull. 
It couldn’t be 

easier.

Emphasis on 
Ergonomics

The new  
FAST POWER 
series places 

the emphasis on 
ergonomics. Fits 
perfectly in the 

hand.

LED Indication
All accumulators 
in this series have 

a modern LED 
signalling for the 

remaining battery 
capacity.

The Latest 
Li-Ion 

Technology
All our machines 

have an 
electronic control 

unit for e�cient 
use of the battery 

capacity.

NEW

• AC 230 V/50 Hz, DC 20 max 
2.4 A

• LED battery overheating 
signalling/protection

• charging time: 60 min (2 Ah),  
120 min (4 Ah)

• compatible with all items in 
the range FAST POWER 20 V

Quick Charger 20 V
FDUZ 79100

• AC 230 V/50 Hz, DC 20 max 
2.4 A

• LED signalling/battery 
overheating protection

• charging time: 60 min  
(2× 2 Ah),120 min (2× 4 Ah)

• compatible with all items in 
the range FAST POWER 20 V

Quick Charger 2× 20 V
FDUZ 79110

• patented battery cell 
technology for longer life

• LED charge status indicator 
directly on the battery

• battery capacity 2,000 mAh
• compatible with all items in 

the range FAST POWER 20 V

• patented battery cell 
technology for longer life

• LED charge status indicator 
directly on the battery

• battery capacity 4,000 mAh
• compatible with all items in 

the range FAST POWER 20 V

20 V Li-Ion Battery 4 Ah
FDUZ 79020

20 V Li-Ion Battery 2 Ah
FDUZ 79040

Quiet, ecological, economical. 
No gasoline, no cable, no 
noise, no fumes. The new 
FIELDMANN cordless series for 
2021 is long lasting, easy to 
operate and has an excellent 
performance.

The heart of cordless technology is 
always the Lithium-Ion battery in  
2 Ah / 4 Ah versions. It is not necessary 
to buy a special battery for each 
machine. You only need one, which 
you can use in any machine from 
our FAST POWER 20 V series. With just 
a click, it can be easily and quickly 
switched from one machine to 
another so you can continue working. 
Just push a button and it goes!

Today’s cordless technology has the 
performance and dynamics of petrol 
machines! This is guaranteed because, 
in machines such as garden mowers 
or brush cutters, the full power of two 
batteries is used at the same time. 
For smaller machines such as drills or 
blowers, only one battery is used.

Power as needed
The 20 V series battery has two 
battery capacities. You decide 

how much power you want.

We also o�er practical 
work bags in two sizes 

FDUA 59010/59021.

Li-ION20V
FASTPOWER

ONE BATTERY FOR ALL ⁄ NEW GENERATION

blowers, only one battery is used.blowers, only one battery is used.
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Li-ION20V
FASTPOWER

ONE BATTERY FOR ALL ⁄ NEW GENERATION
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6 Everything for Your House and Garden

• no load speed: 
0 – 7,500 rpm

• disk diameter: 115 mm

• with side handle and 
ergonomic handle

• without battery and 
charger

20 V Angle Grinder  
FDUB 70605-0

• no load speed: 
0 – 3,000 rpm

• cutting length: 26 mm

• max. cutting capacity: 
wood: 100 mm so� 
metal: 20 mm steel: 
10 mm

• without battery and 
charger

20 V Saber Saw
FDUO 70505-0

• no load motor speed 
0–3,700 rpm

• disk diameter: 165 mm

• ergonomic handle

• AC Laser

• without battery and 
charger

20 V Circular Saw
FDUK 70305-0

Workshop/Garden Cordless Tools 20 V

• no load speed: no load speed: 
0 –3,000 rpm

• cutting length: 26cutting length: 26 mm

20 V Saber Saw
FDUO 70505-0

no load motor speed 

mm

V Circular Saw

• no load speed: 
0 – 2800 rpm

• max. cutting capacity: 
wood: 80 mm so� 
metal: 10 mm, steel: 
5 mm

• without battery and 
charger

20 V Jigsaw
FDUP 70405-0

1 13
battery type

equipment 
for the 
garden and 
the workshop

for

The FDUV 70115-A version includes 
a 2,000 mAh battery, quick charger 
and practical plastic case.

The FDUV 70115-A version 
a 2,000 mAh battery, quick charger
and practical plastic case.
a 2,000 mAh battery, quick chargera 2,000 mAh battery, quick charger

• no load speed: 
0 – 360 rpm, 0 – 1, 
300 rpm

• maximum diameter 
10 mm

• max. torque: 35 Nm

• without battery and 
charger

20 V Cordless Drill 
FDUV 70105-0

includes 

maximum diameter 

max. torque: 35 Nm

without battery and 

V Cordless Drill 
FDUV 70105-0

The o�er includes the 
2000 mAh and 4000 mAh 

versions
4000 mAh 

Li-ION20V
FASTPOWER

ONE BATTERY FOR ALL ⁄ NEW GENERATION
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Workshop/GardenCordless Tools 20 V

• no load speed: 0 – 17,000 rpm

• maximum air speed: 38 m/s

• suction power: 350 CFM

• without battery and charger

20 V Leaf Blower
FZF 70605-0

• mowing width: 300 mm

• string diameter: 1.6 mm

• no load speed: 0 – 7,500 rpm

• telescopic handle

• adjustable trimming head 
angle

• without battery and charger

20 V String Trimmer
FZS 70105-0

• chain speed 5 m/s

• bar length: 200 mm

• OREGON bar and chain

• telescopic handle ± 70 cm

• without battery and charger

20 V Tree Trimmer
FZP 70505-0

• bar length: 510 mm

• cutting diameter: 16 mm

• no load speed: 0 – 1300 rpm

• electronic brake

• without battery and charger

20 V Hedge Trimmers
FZN 70205-0

• max. cutting width 38 cm

• string head 33 cm

• string diameter: 2.0 mm

• 3-pointed metal disc: 23 cm

• shoulder harness

• so� grip handlebars

• without battery and charger

2× 20 V Cordless Brush 
Cutter FZS 70705-0

• bar length: 420 mm

• cutting diameter: 16 mm

• telescopic handle ± 70 cm

• adjustable head

• without battery and charger

20 V Cordless Hedge 
Trimmers FZN 70405-0

• without battery and charger
• without battery and charger

without battery and charger

V Tree Trimmer
FZP 70505-0

• so� grip handlebars

• without battery and charger

• chain speed 5

• bar length: 200

• OREGON bar and chain

• telescopic handle ± 70

• without battery and charger

• mowing width: 330 mm

• grass catcher 35 l

• 5 height adjustment positions

• cutting height: 25 – 65 mm

• recommended mowing area: 
up to 350 m2

• in the set with 2× 2 Ah 
battery  and quick charger

2× 20 V Cordless Lawn 
Mower FZR 70335-A

• mowing width: 370 mm

• grass catcher 40 l

• 6 height adjustment positions

• cutting height: 25 – 75 mm

• recommended mowing area: 
up to 500 m2

• • without battery and charger

2× 20 V Cordless Lawn 
Mower FZR 70375–0

• recommended mowing area: 
up to 350
• in the set with 2× 2 Ah 

battery  and quick charger

• cutting height: 25 –

• recommended mowing area: 
up to 500
• without battery and charger• • without battery and charger
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Garden

Grass 
Catchers 
With Fill 

Indicators
Plastic grass 
catchers on 

selected models 
are �tted with 
�ll indicators 
that indicate 

when the grass 
catcher is full.

Central 
Cutting 
Height 

Adjustment
The cutting 

height 
adjustment can 
be set for all the 
wheels together 
by moving just 

one lever.

Completely 
Empty 

Catcher
The integrated 
mouth of the 

catcher exactly 
�ts the discharge 

tunnel. Once 
the catcher is 

empty, the grass 
residue stays in 
the mouth and 
not under the 
lawnmower.

Adjustment 
of Handle 

Height
The height of 
the handle 

can be easily 
adjusted to suit 

everybody.

FIELDMANN electric lawnmowers 
have become popular among 
cottagers, gardeners and 
owners of smaller gardens, o�en 
in densely built-up areas, due 
to their compact dimensions, 
easy handling and good 
performance. Just plug it in 
and mow. FIELDMANN electric 
lawn mowers provides quality 
mowing, including the edges 
of the lawn, where the specially 
shaped chassis enables cutting 
up to walls and along fences.

The quiet operation means that you will 
not disturb your neighbours. The engine 
does not burn any fuel, so the operation 
is environmentally friendly. The machine 
can be stored almost anywhere, 
requiring almost no maintenance or 
service. However, an electricity socket 
must be within range and you must not 
cut the cable when working.

Small electric mowers without a wheel 
drive with a plastic chassis excel in 
their lightness so are ideal for more 
fragmented land, where the mower 
requires more handling to mow �ower 
beds, trees and shrubs. The advantage 
is the smaller width, which makes 
detailed work easier.

Larger electric models have a higher 
performance and lower weight than 
petrol models. These are o�en used 
on medium-sized, less rugged areas. 
Compared to small models, they have 
a wider width, a more powerful engine 
and a larger grass catcher. They are 
faster when working on large �at 
surfaces. The switch running the whole 
width of the handle increases comfort 
during long work by enabling more 
convenient starting and guiding the 
machine with both hands.

Model Engine Input 
Power

Mowing 
Width

Chassis 
Material

Adjustable 
Cutting Height

Cutting 
Height

Grass Catcher 
Capacity

Folding 
Handle

Adjustment of 
Handle Height Weight Recommended 

Area

FZR 2015-E 1,000 W 32 cm plastic 3 positions 20 – 56 cm 30 l YES YES 7.2 kg 250 m2

FZR 2021-E 1,200 W 32 cm plastic 3 positions 20 – 56 mm 30 l YES NO 7.5 kg 450 m2

FZR 2025-E 1,300 W 32 cm plastic 3 positions 20 – 56 mm 30 l YES YES 7.5 kg 600 m2

FZR 2028-E 1,300 W 33 cm plastic 3 positions 20 – 60 mm 30 l YES YES 8.2 kg 600 m2

FZR 2035-E 1,600 W 38 cm plastic 5 positions 20 – 70 mm 45 l YES NO 14.2 kg 800 m2

FZR 2046-E 2,000 W 43 cm plastic 6 positions 20 – 70 mm 50 l YES YES 15.4 kg 1,000 m2

ELECTRIC

Electric Lawnmowers

ROTARY
LAWNMOWERS
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Garden

Electric Lawnmower
FZR 2028-E

Electric Lawnmower
FZR 2035-E

Electric Lawnmower
FZR 2046-E

• engine input power: 1,300 W

• mowing width: 33 cm

• divided grass catcher (plastic/textile) with 
30 l capacity

• cutting height: 20-60 mm

• 3 height adjustment positions

• recommended cutting area 600 m2

height adjustable handle

carrying handle in the centre of gravity of 
the lawnmower

• engine input power: 1,600 W

• mowing width: 38 cm

• divided grass catcher (plastic/textile) with 
45 l capacity

• cutting height: 20-70 mm

• 5 height adjustment positions

• recommended cutting area 800 m2

folding handle for easy storage

central cutting height adjustment

• engine input power: 2,000 W

• mowing width: 43 cm

• divided grass catcher (plastic/textile) with 
50 l capacity

• cutting height: 20-70 mm

• 6 height adjustment positions

• recommended cutting area 1,000 m2

height adjustable handle that can be 
completely folded

central cutting height adjustment

Electric Lawnmower
FZR 2021-E

Electric Lawnmower
FZR 2025-E

• motor input power: 1,000 W

• mowing width: 32 cm

•  30 l plastic catcher with �ll indicator

• cutting height: 20-56 mm

• 3 height adjustment positions

• recommended mowing area of 250 m2

folding handle with height adjustment

carrying handle in the centre of gravity of 
the lawnmower

• engine input power: 1,200 W

• mowing width: 32 cm

• plastic catcher with a volume of 30 l with 
a �ll indicator

• cutting height: 20-56 mm

• 3 height adjustment positions

• recommended cutting area 450 m2

folding handle for easy storage

carrying handle in the centre of gravity of 
the lawnmower

• engine input power: 1,300 W

• mowing width: 32 cm

• plastic catcher with a volume of 30 l with 
a �ll indicator

• cutting height: 20-56 mm

• 3 height adjustment positions

• recommended cutting area 600 m2

height adjustable handle

easy tilting with fast-clamping bolts

Electric Lawnmower
FZR 2015-E

Electric Lawnmowers

NEW
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Garden Spindle, Cordless and Petrol Lawn MowersSpindle, Cordless and Petrol Lawn Mowers

Handle Setup
Most lawnmower 

models have 
a height-

adjustable 
handle that 

makes operating 
the lawnmower 
comfortable for 

all the family.

Briggs & Stratton 
Engines

You can �nd 
engines from the 

American company 
Briggs & Stratton in 

selected Fieldmann 
grass mowers. 

These include cut-
ting-edge models 
from the E-Series 
and engines with 
valve distribution 

 and automatic 
choke .

4-Speed Drive
Selected 

models allow 
for adjusting the 
speed. Choose 
from 4 speeds. 
Adjusting the 

speed does not 
have any e�ect 

on the blade 
speed.

Electric Start
Comfortable 

starting via an 
electric starter. 

Just press.

We recommend 
MOL oils for 

Fieldmann lawn-
mowers.

all the family.

With a petrol drive, no 
electricity is needed, so you 
can easily work in the farthest 
corners of the garden when 
mowing. The petrol mower 
works on large areas, thicker 
and long grass and uneven 
surfaces. Not being limited by 
a power cord or the availability 
of an electricity socket means 
it is a bit more di�cult to 
maintain.

Smaller petrol machines are suitable 
for gardens with a mix of large and 
cultivated areas. Lawn mowers 
with a non-driven plastic chassis 
are a�ordable and lighter, so they 
are better handled in the case 
of obstacles in the lawn area, for 
example, between the �ower beds. 
For durability, larger FIELDMANN 
petrol mowers have a steel chassis. 
The drive means that you do not 
have to struggle to push the machine; 
it moves by itself so even a heavy 
weight does not matter: This makes 
mowing grass on uneven and sloping 
terrains easy. With the top models, 
the travel speed can be continuously 
adjusted as needed.

If you are worried about starting 
problems, choose a mower with 
a starter, where starting it is as easy 
as starting a car. The 4 in 1 system 
means you can choose of how to 
handle the cut grass: In addition 
to collecting grass and mulching, 
this function lets you rake the grass 
behind the mower or throw it to the 
side. So�ened handles for FIELDMANN 
petrol mowers dampen vibrations. 
The machines have larger wheels 
and easily overcome uneven terrains; 
moreover, the wheels are mounted 
on ball bearings, which extend the 
service life and improve the turning of 
the wheels.

electricity is needed, so you 
can easily work in the farthest 
corners of the garden when 
mowing. The petrol mower 
works on large areas, thicker 
and long grass and uneven 
surfaces. Not being limited by 
a power cord or the availability 
of an electricity socket means 
it is a bit more di�cult to 
maintain.

Smaller petrol machines are suitable 
for gardens with a mix of large and 
cultivated areas. Lawn mowers 
with a non-driven plastic chassis 
are a�ordable and lighter, so they 
are better handled in the case 
of obstacles in the lawn area, for 
example, between the �ower beds. 
For durability, larger 
petrol mowers have a steel chassis. 
The drive means that you do not 
have to struggle to push the machine; 
it moves by itself so even a heavy 
weight does not matter: This makes 
mowing grass on uneven and sloping 
terrains easy. With the top models, 
the travel speed can be continuously 
adjusted as needed.

If you are worried about starting 
problems, choose a mower with 
a starter, where starting it is as easy 

SPINDLE
ROTARY

LAWNMOWERS

PETROL
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Garden

Spindle Mower 
FZR 1010

Spindle Mower  
FZR 1050

Cordless Lawnmower 
FZR 2110-Li

with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

Spindle, Cordless and Petrol Lawn Mowers

We also o�er two 
other cordless mowers 

within the range  
FAST POWER 20 V, 

page 4-7

PETROL LAWNMOWERS

SPINDLE
AND CORDLESS
LAWNMOWERS

Spindle mowers do not mow the grass, but cut it, which is a gentler 
way of maintaining the lawn.

The cutting device in the form of a rotating cylindrical spindle consists of �ve helically 
wound blades placed at precise intervals and angles. As the spindle rotates, the grass gets 
between two blades, which move against each other and cut with the blade-like scissors. 
The ends of the cut grass are not frayed as in conventional mowing and do not dry out.

• is also suitable 
for smaller lawns 
without a nearby 
power supply

• mowing width: 
40 cm

• adjustable 
cutting height – 
14--47 mm

• textile grass 
catcher with 23 l 
capacity

• folding handle 
for easy storage

• recommended 
cutting area 
150 m2

• mowing width: 
38 cm

• 5 blades

• cutting height:  
13-38 mm

• 4 cutting height 
adjustment 
positions

• textile grass 
catcher with 45 l 
capacity

• folding handle

• possibility of 
use without 
electric current 
as a hand-held 
spindle mower

• battery Li-Ion 
40 V, 2,000 mAh

• mowing width: 
32 cm

•  3 cutting height 
adjustment 
positions

•  engine OHV 79 cm3

•  mowing width: 40 cm, plastic chassis

•  cutting height adjustment - 3 positions 25, 
40 and 55 mm

•  40 l textile catcher for reducing dust 
penetration

•  folding handle for easy storage

• weight: 19 kg

•  recommended mowing area of 650 m2

• engine OHV RATO RV 125-S

• engine output: 1.8 kW

• mowing width: 40 cm, plastic chassis

• cutting height adjustment - 3 positions

• cutting height: 25/45/65 mm

• grass catcher 40 l 

• folding handle

• weight: 19 kg

• recommended mowing area 750 m2

• engine OHV 79 cm3

•  mowing width: 40 cm, steel chassis

•  central cutting height adjustment 

– 7 positions

•  45 l textile catcher for reducing dust 
penetration

•  ball-bearing wheels

•  folding handle for easy storage

•  weight: 25.5 kg

•  recommended mowing area of 800 m2

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4003-79BH

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4005-127BH

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4008-79 B

NEW

•  cutting height: 32–68 mm •  30 l plastic grass catcher

• with fill indicator • height-adjustable handle

•  recommended mowing area up to 350 m2

•  battery and charger included

Spindle Mower

• is also suitable 
for smaller lawns 
without a nearby 
power supply

• mowing width: 
40

• adjustable 
cutting height – 
14--47

• textile grass 
catcher with 23
capacity

• folding handle 
for easy storage

• recommended 
cutting area 
150

Spindle Mower Spindle Mower

for smaller lawns 
without a nearby 

cutting height – 

l 

for easy storage

• mowing width: 
38

• 5 blades

• cutting height: 
13-38

• 4 cutting height 
adjustment 
positions

• textile grass 
catcher with 45
capacity

• folding handle

• possibility of 
use without 
electric current 
as a hand-held 
spindle mower

adjustment 
positions

cutting height: 32–68 mm • 30 l plastic grass catcherl plastic grass catcher

Cordless Lawnmower

• battery Li-Ion 
40 V, 2,000 mAh

• mowing width: 
32 cm

• 3 cutting height 
adjustment 
positions
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Garden

with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

• OHV 139 cm3 four-stroke engine

• engine output: 2.2 kW

• with self-moving mechanism

• steel chassis with 46 cm mowing width

• grass catcher with a 55 l capacity

• cutting height: 25-75 mm

• central cutting height adjustment

• recommended cutting area 1,000 m2

folding handle with so� grip

mulching option – plug included

• engine Rato OHV, 127 cm3, 1.9 kw

• mower chassis: steel

• mowing width: 42 cm

• 3 in 1 mowing system - collection, rear 
ejection, mulching

• central cutting height adjustment  
– 6 positions

• cutting height: 25-75 mm

• grass catcher 45 l

• ball-bearing wheels

• front wheels 150 mm, rear wheels 200 mm

• weight: 21.7 kg

• recommended cutting area 900 m2

folding handle with so� grip

• OHV RATO SV 145-S four-stroke engine

• engine output: 2.5 kW

• with self-moving mechanism

• quality steel chassis with 46 cm mowing 
width

• divided grass catcher (plastic/textile) with 
65 l capacity and �ll indicator

• cutting height: 25-70 mm

• central cutting height adjustment

• recommended cutting area 1,000 m2

folding handle with so� grip, panel for drink 
and tools

mulching option – plug included

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4210-B

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4608-B

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4611-144 B

Petrol Lawnmowers
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Garden

with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

electric starter

• OHV RATO SV 145-S, 2.5 kW

• mower chassis: steel

• mowing width: 46 cm

• 4 in 1 mowing system - collection, rear and 
side ejection, mulching

• central cutting height adjustment  
– 8 positions

• cutting height: 30 -80 mm

• grass catcher 60 l

• adjustable handle

• ball-bearing wheels

• weight: 33 kg

• recommended cutting area 1,000 m2

• OHV RATO SV 145-S four-stroke engine

• engine output: 2.5 kW

• with self-moving mechanism

• quality steel chassis with 46 cm mowing 
width

• divided grass catcher (plastic/textile) with 
60 l capacity and �ll indicator

• cutting height: 30-80 mm

• central cutting height adjustment

• recommended cutting area 1,000 m2

height adjustable handle with so� grip, 
panel for drink and tools

4 in 1 system – collection into the catcher, 
mulching, rear and side throwing

• four-stroke engine OHV DUCAR 150 cm3

• engine output: 2.7 kW

•  electric starter - Li-Ion battery, manual 
starting

• mowing width: 46 cm, steel chassis

• central cutting height adjustment  
– 7 positions

• cutting height: 25-75 mm

• 55 l divided grass catcher (plastic/textile)

• ball-bearing wheels

• recommended mowing area of 1200 m2

height-adjustable handle with so�ened

handles, drink panel and tools

4in1 system - collection in the basket,

mulching, rear and side ejection

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4614-144 B

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4616-144 B

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4615-LiBES

NEW

Petrol Lawnmowers
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with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

• OHV RATO SV 145-S four-stroke engine

• engine output: 2.5 kW

• variable speed of travel - 4 speeds

• quality steel chassis with 46 cm mowing 
width

• grass catcher with 65 l capacity and �ll 
indicator

• cutting height: 25-70 mm

• central cutting height adjustment

• recommended cutting area 1,200 m2

height adjustable handle with so� grip, 
panel for drink and tools

4 in 1 system – collection into the catcher, 
mulching, rear and side throwing

• engine Briggs & Stratton 500 E OHV

• engine output: 1.94 kW

• variable speed of travel - 4 speeds

• quality steel chassis with 46 cm mowing 
width

• grass catcher with 65 l capacity and �ll 
indicator

• cutting height: 25-70 mm

• central cutting height adjustment

• recommended cutting area 1,400 m2

height adjustable handle with so� grip, 
panel for drink and tools

4 in 1 system – collection into the catcher, 
mulching, rear and side throwing

• OHV RATO SV 170-S four-stroke engine

• engine output: 2.8 kW

• with self-moving mechanism

• with four-speed variator

• quality steel chassis with 51 cm mowing 
width

• grass catcher with 62 l capacity and �ll 
indicator

• cutting height: 25-80 mm

• central cutting height adjustment

• recommended cutting area 1,800 m2

height adjustable handle with so� grip, 
panel for drink and tools

4 in 1 system – collection into the catcher, 
mulching, rear and side throwing

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4618-144 BV

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 4625-BV

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 5114-170 B/BV

with variable

moving mechanism

SELF

with variable

moving mechanism

SELF

Petrol Lawnmowers

NEW
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with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

with self-moving
mechanism

SELF

Model Engine Engine 
Output

4in1 
System

Mowing 
Width

Chassis 
Material

Adjustable 
Cutting Height

Cutting Height 
Adjustment Levels

Grass Catcher 
Capacity

Folding 
Handle

Adjustment of 
Handle Height Weight Recommended 

Area

FZR 4003-79BH OHV 79 cm3 1.3 kW NO 40 cm PLASTIC YES 3 positions 40 l YES NO 17.5 kg 650 m2

FZR 4005-127BH OHV 127 cm3 1.8 kw NO 40 cm PLASTIC YES 3 positions 40 l YES NO 19.0 kg 750 m2

FZR 4008-79 B OHV 79 cm3 1.3 kW NO 40 cm STEEL YES 7 positions 45 l YES NO 23.0 kg 800 m2

FZR 4210-B OHV 127 cm3 1.9 kW NO 42 cm STEEL YES 6 positions 45 l YES NO 21.7 kg 900 m2

FZR 4608-B OHV 139 cm3 2.2 kW NO 46 cm STEEL YES 8 positions 55 l YES NO 32.0 kg 1,000 m2

FZR 4611-144 B OHV 144 cm3 2.5 kW NO 46 cm STEEL YES 8 positions 65 l YES NO 28.0 kg 1,000 m2

FZR 4614-144 B OHV 144 cm3 2.5 kW YES 46 cm STEEL YES 5 positions 55 l YES YES 32.0 kg 1,000 m2

FZR 4616-144 B OHV 144 cm3 2.5 kW YES 46 cm STEEL YES 8 positions 60 l YES YES 29.0 kg 1,000 m2

FZR 4615-LiBES OHV 150 cm3 2.7 kW YES 46 cm STEEL YES 7 positions 55 l YES YES 32.5 kg 1,200 m2

FZR 4618-144 BV OHV 144 cm3 2.5 kW YES 46 cm STEEL YES 8 positions 65 l YES YES 31.7 kg 1,200 m2

FZR 4625-BV B & S 140 cm3 1.94 kW YES 46 cm STEEL YES 8 positions 65 l YES YES 27.0 kg 1,400 m2

FZR 5114-170 B OHV 170 cm3 2.8 kW YES 51 cm STEEL YES 8 positions 62 l YES YES 36.5 kg 1,800 m2

FZR 5115-170 B OHV 170 cm3 2.8 kW YES 51 cm STEEL YES 8 positions 65 l YES YES 36.5 kg 1,800 m2

FZR 5124-BV B & S 161 cm3 2.68 kW YES 51 cm STEEL YES 8 positions 62 l YES YES 38.0 kg 1,800 m2

FZR 5611-B OHV 196 cm3 3.5 kW YES 56 cm STEEL YES 6 positions 75 l YES YES 33.9 kg 2,000 m2

• OHV RATO SV 170-S four-stroke engine

• engine output: 2.8 kW

• with self-moving mechanism

• quality steel chassis with 51 cm mowing 
width

• grass catcher with 65 l capacity

• cutting height: 25-77 mm

• central cutting height adjustment

• recommended cutting area 1,800 m2

height adjustable handle with so� grip, 
panel for drink and tools

4 in 1 system – collection into the catcher, 
mulching, rear and side throwing

• engine Briggs & Stratton 750 DOV

• engine output: 2.68 kW

• variable speed of travel - 4 speeds

• regulation of engine revolutions

• quality steel chassis with 51 cm mowing 
width

• grass catcher with 62 l capacity and �ll 
indicator

• cutting height: 25-80 mm

• central cutting height adjustment

• recommended cutting area 1,800 m2

height adjustable handle with so� grip, 
panel for drink

4 in 1 system – collection into the catcher, 
mulching, rear and side throwing

• four-stroke engine OHV 200 cm3

• engine output: 3.5 kW
• mowing width: 56 cm, steel chassis
•  4 in1 mowing system - collection, side and 

rear ejection, mulching
• central cutting height adjustment  
– 6 positions
• cutting height: 25-75 mm
• divided basket 75 l
• softened vibration damping handle cover
• panel with compartment for small items
•  front handle for easy handling when 

cleaning
• ball-bearing wheels
• weight: 33.9 kg
• recommended mowing area of 2000 m2

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 5115-170 B

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 5124-BV

Petrol Lawnmower
FZR 5611-B

with variable

moving mechanism

SELF

Petrol Lawnmowers
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Regular removal of grass felt or 
old grass regenerates the lawn 
and helps the �ght against 
diseases and fungi. Nutrients, 
water, air and light penetrate 
better to the roots of the lawn. 
FIELDMANN electric scari�ers 
are equipped with a pair of 
cylinders as standard.

The grass felt is removed by the 
aeration roller, while the second 
scarifying roller cuts through the 
horizontal grass branches with 
knives. This supports the growth of 
the root system and the formation 
of new shoots. The lawn grows and 
regenerates. Replacing the rollers on 
FIELDMANN scari�ers is quick and easy.

We recommend aerating the lawn twice 
a year - in spring and autumn, and more 
o�en for more stressed areas. We always 
choose a speci�c date with regard 
to the climatic conditions. It would be 
a mistake to scarify waterlogged or 
frozen surfaces. Scari�cation is done 
only to a maximum depth of 3 mm, as it 
is not soil treatment. The aim is to prune 
the above-ground turf. A knife blade 
deeper than 3 mm can damage the 
grass roots. For FIELDMANN scari�ers, the 
working depth can be set depending 
on the wear on the knives or the springs, 
usually centrally with one lever.

Spring Roller
The springs 
e�ectively 

remove grass 
felt formed from 

grass clipping 
residue and 
mulching. 

Removing grass 
felt allows the 

air to penetrate 
the lawn and 
prevents the 

spread of weeds 
and moss.

Blade 
Cylinder

By maintaining 
the proper 

scarifying depth, 
the blades 

gently break 
the surface and 

support the 
growth of the 
root system.

Adjusting the 
Scarifying 

Depth
Blades are 
subject to 

wear and their 
position can 

be adjusted to 
always ensure 

the optimal 
depth of 

scarifying, i.e.  
2 – 3 mm.

Powerful 
Petrol Engines
We now supply 
a scari�er with 

a petrol engine.

LAWN SCARIFIERS

ELECTRIC

Lawn Scarifiers

AND GASOLINE

Regular removal of grass felt or 
old grass regenerates the lawn 
and helps the �ght against 
diseases and fungi. Nutrients, 
water, air and light penetrate 
better to the roots of the lawn. 
FIELDMANN
are equipped with a pair of 
cylinders as standard.

The grass felt is removed by the 
aeration roller, while the second 
scarifying roller cuts through the 
horizontal grass branches with 
knives. This supports the growth of 
the root system and the formation 
of new shoots. The lawn grows and 
regenerates. Replacing the rollers on 
FIELDMANN

We recommend aerating the lawn twice 

LAWN SCARIFIERS
AND GASOLINE
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800 m2

1,200 m2

1,000 m21,000 m2

2,000 m2

www.�eldmann.eu

Electric Scari�er
FZV 4010-E

• electric scari�er suitable for 
most medium-large lawns

• input power of engine: 1,500 W

• scari�cation width: 32 cm

• two replaceable cylinders 
included

• adjustment of the working 
depth to 4 positions according 
to the wear on the knives or 
springs

• scarifying cylinder with  
20 blades

• aeration cylinder with  
16 springs

• grass catcher with 40 l 
capacity

• engine OHV 208 cm3/4.3 kW

• working width 40 cm, steel 
chassis

• �tted with an 18 knife cylinder 
as standard

• central working depth 
adjustment

• setting range -15 to +5 mm,  
6 positions

• 45 l textile catcher for 
reducing dust penetration

• ball-bearing wheels

• folding handle for easy 
storage

• optional spring cylinder

• robust electric scari�er 
intended for larger lawns

• input power of engine: 1,800 W

• scari�cation width: 40 cm

• two replaceable cylinders 
included

• height levels according to 
blade and spring wear

• scarifying cylinder with  
20 blades

• aeration cylinder with  
24 springs

• adjustable handle height

• grass catcher with 55 l 
capacity

• robust scari�er with solid plastic 
chassis

• input power of engine: 1,600 W

• scari�cation width: 38 cm

• two replaceable cylinders 
included

• height levels according to 
blade and spring wear

• scarifying cylinder with  
20 blades

• aeration cylinder with  
24 springs

• grass catcher with 48 l 
capacity

Electric Scari�er
FZV 2004-E

Petrol Scari�er
FZV 6050-B

Electric Scari�er
FZV 4003-E

Model Input / Output Mowing Width Grass Catcher 
Capacity

Number of 
Blades

Number of 
Springs

Adjustment of 
Handle Height Weight Recommended 

Area

FZV 2004-E 1,500 W 32 cm 40 l 20 16 NO 8.5 kg 800 m2

FZV 4003-E 1,600 W 38 cm 48 l 20 24 YES 11.5 kg 1,000 m2

FZV 4010-E 1,800 W 40 cm 55 l 20 24 YES 12.8 kg 1,200 m2

FZV 6050-B 208 cm3 / 4.3 kW 40 cm 45 l 18 – NO 34 kg 2000 m2

Lawn Scarifiers

1,200 m2

• robust electric scari�er 
intended for larger lawns

• input power of engine: 1,800

• scari�cation width: 40

• two replaceable cylinders 
included

• height levels according to 
blade and spring wear

• scarifying cylinder with 
20 blades

• aeration cylinder with 
24 springs

• adjustable handle height

• grass catcher with 55
capacity
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For a detailed cut of grass 
around a curb, on a steep 
slope or in an inaccessible 
place under a bush, where 
it is needed to stretch, then 
it is recommended to buy 
a string trimmer. Preferably 
one that adds a few 
centimetres, such as a string 
FIELDMANN trimmer with 
telescopic handle.

To improve accessibility, then the 
position of the upper handle and, 
for selected models, the angle of 
the cutting head can be adjusted. 
FIELDMANN string mowers are light 
and quiet, ideal for �nishing work 
and smaller areas. Cordless models 
add to all the bene�ts of string 
trimmers the freedom to work without 
worrying about the length of the 
extension cord and the availability 
of an electrical socket. For larger 
areas, models with support wheels 
are suitable, which ensure comfort 
during longer work.

Cultivating an overgrown "jungle" 
into a handsome part of the garden 
requires strength and technique, 
�rst and foremost a powerful brush 
cutter. It is suitable for mowing hard 
overgrown grass as well as larger 
weedy areas. When mowing, you 
will appreciate the semi-automatic 
string head, which adjusts the length 
of the strings with just a tap on the 
ground. Models from FIELDMANN 
with a steel knife as standard can 
handle shrubs and twigs. FIELDMANN 
two-stroke brush cutter motors 
have a high performance and are 
also lightweight. Brush cutters with 
a double front handle resembling 
a bicycle handlebar are held with 
both hands, which enables more 
e�cient and comfortable work 
including large areas.

String Head
A string can 

be inserted to 
the maximum 
possible length 

by simply 
tapping the 

string head on 
a surface.

Adjusting the 
Trimmer Head 

Angle
The angle of the 

string trimmer 
head can be 

adjusted, which 
helps to upkeep 
di�cult to reach 

areas.

Guide Against 
Unwanted 
Planting

The guide de�nes 
the action radius 

of the string 
and prevents 

unwanted cutting 
of ornamental 
plants in �ower 

beds.

Divided Sha�
The trimmer 
sha� can be 
separated 

by loosening 
a simple 

mechanism. 
A dismantled 

machine is much 
easier to transport 

and store.

String Mowers, Trimmers and Brush Cutters

STRINGS
LAWNMOWERS

TRIMMERS

CUTTERS
AND BRUSH

CUTTERS
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We also o�er 
a cordless string 

mower as part of 
the range  

FAST POWER 20 V, 
pages 4-7

String Mowers, Trimmers and Brush CuttersString Mowers, Trimmers and Brush Cutters

• input power of engine: 250 W

• mowing width: 22 cm

• semi-automatic string head

• weight: 1.3 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 60 m/1.0 mm

• Li-Ion battery 18 V/1 500 mAh

• running time approximately 35 minutes, 
string 1.4 mm

• cutting width 250 mm, semi-automatic 
string head

• telescopic handle, adjustable cutting 
head angle and spacer arch

• battery and charger included
• weight: only 1.9 kg

• input power of engine: 350 W

• mowing width: 25 cm

• adjustable handle

• weight: 1.7 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 60 m/1.4 mm

Electric String Trimmer
FZS 2105-E

Cordless String Trimmer
FZS 1025-A

Electric String Trimmer
FZS 2306-E

NEW
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Model Motor Type Power Input Mowing 
Width

String 
Diameter

Head Angle 
Adjustment

Telescopic 
Handle

Support 
Wheels

Protective 
Guide Weight

FZS 1025-A cordless electric engine 18 V / 1,500 mAh 25 cm 1.4 mm YES YES NO YES 1.9 kg

FZS 2105-E electric motor 250 W 22 cm 1.0 mm NO NO NO NO 1.3 kg

FZS 2306-E electric motor 350 W 25 cm 1.4 mm NO YES NO NO 1.7 kg

FZS 2002-E electric motor 500 W 30 cm 1.4 mm YES YES YES YES 2.4 kg

FZS 2505-E electric motor 550 W 30 cm 1.4 mm YES YES NO YES 2.3 kg

FZS 2050-E electric motor 1,400 W 42 cm 1.6 mm NO NO NO NO 6.0 kg

• powerful electric motor 
1,400 W

• mowing width: 42 cm

• semi-automatic string head

• steel trident

• divided sha� for better 
storage and transport

• adjustable handle height

• shoulder harness included

• weight: 6 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 

60 m/1.6 mm

• steel trident

• engine with a more powerful 
550 W motor

• mowing width: 30 cm with 
adjustment of the angle of 
the string head

• telescopic handle 105–125 cm

• adjustable handle

• weight: 2.3 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 

15 m/1.4 mm

• replacement string 
60 m/1.4 mm

• engine with a more powerful 
500 W motor

• mowing width: 30 cm with 
the possibility of adjusting the 
angle of the string head

• telescopic handle 92–114 cm

• support wheels

• protection guide to prevent 
accidental trimming of other 
plants

• weight: 2.4 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 

15 m/1.4 mm

• replacement string 
60 m/1.4 mm

Electric String Trimmer
FZS 2050-E

Electric String Trimmer
FZS 2505-E

Electric String Trimmer
FZS 2002-E

String Mowers, Trimmers and Brush Cutters
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string head 

included.

TWIST & GO
string head 

included.

TWIST & GO
string head 

included.

TWIST & GO
string head 

included.
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TWIST
string head 

TWIST & GO
string head 

included.

TWIST & GO
string head 

included.

TWIST
string head 

TWIST & GO
string head 

included.

TWIST & GO
string head 

included.

We also o�er 
a cordless brush 

cutter as part  
of the range  

FAST POWER 20 V, 
pages 4-7

Model Motor Type Engine 
Displacement

Engine 
Output

Mowing 
Width String Head String 

Diameter
Steel 

Trident
Double 
Handle Weight

FZS 3003-B 2 stroke 25.4 cm3 0.70 kW 42 cm TWIST & GO 2.4 mm YES YES 6.6 kg

FZS 3020-B 2 stroke 32.5 cm3 1.15 kW 42 cm TWIST & GO 2.4 mm YES YES 6.6 kg

FZS 4004-B 2 stroke 43 cm3 1.40 kW 42 cm TWIST & GO 2.4 mm YES YES 7.2 kg

FZS 5003-B 2 stroke 52.0 cm3 1.60 kW 42 cm TWIST & GO 2.4 mm YES YES 7.0 kg

• two-stroke engine with 
a capacity of 25.4 cm3 with 
0.7 kW output

• mowing width: 42 cm

• TWIST & GO semi-automatic 
string head - easy addition of 
a new string

• steel trident for cutting 
durable plants – included in 
the package

• double handle with 
ergonomic grips

• weight: 6.6 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 2.4 mm/15 m

• replacement string 2.4 mm/60 m

• steel trident

• classic semi-automatic string 
head

• work gloves

• powerful trimmer designed for 
challenging conditions

• suitable for eliminating self-
seeding woods

• two-stroke engine with 
a capacity of 43 cm3 with the 
output 1.4 kW

• double handle with 
ergonomic grips

• TWIST & GO semi-automatic 
string head - easy addition of 
a new string and steel trident 
included in the package

• large-capacity fuel tank for 
uninterrupted working

• weight: 7.2 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 2.4 mm/15 m

• replacement string 2.4 mm/60 m
• steel trident

• classic semi-automatic string 
head

• work gloves

• light and easy to use trimmer

• two-stroke engine with 
a capacity of 32.5 cm3 with 
the output 1.15 kW

• mowing width: 42 cm

• TWIST & GO semi-automatic 
string head - easy addition of 
a new string

• steel blade for cutting durable 
plants

• adjustable double handle 
and harness

• weight: 6.6 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 2.4 mm/15 m

• replacement string 2.4 mm/60 m
• steel trident

• classic semi-automatic string 
head

• work gloves

• powerful trimmer designed for 
challenging conditions

• suitable for eliminating self-
seeding woods

• powerful two-stroke engine 
with a capacity of 52 cm3 with 
an output of 1.6 kW

• double handle with 
ergonomic grips

• TWIST & GO semi-automatic 
string head - easy addition of 
a new string and steel trident

• large-capacity fuel tank for 
uninterrupted working

• weight: 7.0 kg

Optional accessories:
• replacement string 2.4 mm/15 m

• replacement string 2.4 mm/60 m

• steel trident

• classic semi-automatic string 
head

• work gloves

Petrol Trimmer
FZS 3003-B

Petrol Trimmer
FZS 4004-B

Petrol Trimmer
FZS 3020-B

Petrol Trimmer
FZS 5003-B

String Mowers, Trimmers and Brush CuttersString Mowers, Trimmers and Brush Cutters
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Adjusting 
Chain Tension

Selected 
FIELDMANN 

electric saws 
are �tted with 
a system for 
handling the 

chainsaw and 
bar without using 

tools.

Safety Brake
All FIELDMANN 

chainsaws 
come standard 
equipped with 
safety elements 

such as an 
anti-skid grip, 

safety brake and 
clutch.

C.D.I. 
Combustion 

System
This system 

makes starting 
a cold chainsaw 

much easier. 
The bene�ts 
of this system 

are particularly 
appreciated in 

winter.

Accessories
Petrol and 

electric 
chainsaws can 
be combined 

with various bars 
of various lengths. 

The same goes 
for chains.

MOL Dynamic oils are recommended 
for lubricating the chains on saws and 
preparing fuel mixtures.

MOL Dynamic oils are recommended 
for lubricating the chains on saws and 
preparing fuel mixtures.

CHAINSAWS

Chainsaws

PETROL
ELECTRIC

Chainsaws are valuable 
assistants when working in the 
garden, around the house 
or in the workshop. Their 
performance is appreciated 
by anyone who is about to 
start a more thorough pruning 
or felling of smaller trees in 
the garden or a forest or need 
to prepare �rewood for the 
winter. FIELDMANN electric 
saws have the advantage of 
a lower weight: even, quieter 
operation and no emissions.

They are used for normal pruning in the 
garden and the preparation of wood 
for heating although an electricity 
socket is required. The reward for 
choosing an electric saw is less 
demanding maintenance.

A stronger petrol model with a higher 
output for more frequent work with 
wood or occasional felling of trees in 
the garden and the woods, without the 
restriction of an electric cable. Petrol 
chainsaws require more demanding 
maintenance and servicing, as does 
the mixing of fuel and following the 
correct procedure when starting.

Of course, with FIELDMANN saws the 
safety elements are integrated, such 
as a chain brake for immediately 
stopping the chain, anti-slip treatment 
on the upper handle and a �xed tooth 
support, which acts as a stabilizer. If 
encountering hard points, such as 
knots, the teeth will get stuck in the 
wood and will not allow the saw to 
bounce up. This signi�cantly increases 
work safety. Electric saws are also �tted 
with a safety clutch that immediately 
stops the chain when the switch is 
released.
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quick chain 
release

quick chain 
release

Model Engine Output/Power Power 
Input

Bar 
Length Safety Brake Safety Clutch Automatic Chain 

Lubrication
Chain Lubrication 

Control Weight

FZP 4216-B 45 cm3/1.6 kW – 40 cm YES NO YES YES 5.5 kg

FZP 5016-B 50.4 cm3/1.7 kW – 40 cm YES NO YES YES 5.75 kg

FZP 5816-B 58 cm3/2.4 kW – 40 cm YES NO YES YES 6.0 kg

FZP 2000-E – 1,800 W 35 cm YES YES YES NO 5.0 kg

FZP 2005-E – 2,000 W 40 cm YES NO YES NO 5.5 kg

FZP 2020-E – 2,400 W 40 cm YES YES YES NO 5.5 kg

Chainsaws

Petrol Chainsaw
FZP 4216-B

Petrol Chainsaw
FZP 5216-B

Petrol Chainsaw
FZP 5816-B

• two-stroke engine with a displacement of 
45 cm3

• Fieldmann bar with a length of 40 cm

• chain safety brake

• C.D.I. start system

• calibrated container for proper mixing of 
the fuel mixture

• weight: 5.5 kg

Optional accessories:
• Fieldmann: 40 cm bar and chain

• Oregon: 40 cm bar and chain

• total loss lubricant

• two-stroke engine oil

• work gloves

• two-stroke engine with a displacement of 
52 cm3

• bar with a length of 40 cm

• Fieldmann

• chain safety brake

• C.D.I. start system

• calibrated container for proper mixing of 
the fuel mixture

• weight: 5.2 kg

Optional accessories:
• Fieldmann:  bar 35, 40 cm and chain

• Oregon:  bar 35 and 40 cm and chain

• total loss lubricant

• two-stroke engine oil

• work gloves

• two-stroke engine with a displacement of 
58 cm3

• bar with a length of 40 cm

• Fieldmann

• chain safety brake

• C.D.I. start system

• calibrated container for proper mixing of 
the fuel mixture

• weight: 6.0 kg

Optional accessories:
• Fieldmann: 40 cm bar and chain

• Oregon: 40 cm bar and chain

• total loss lubricant

• two-stroke engine oil

• work gloves

Electric Chainsaw
FZP 2020-E

Electric Chainsaw
FZP 2005-E

Electric Chainsaw
FZP 2101-E

• electric engine input: 2,400 W

• Oregon bar and chain length 40 cm

• exceptional balance due to the unique 
construction

• quick chain tensioning system

• chain safety brake

• rubber-coated anti-skid handle

• chain rest for increased safety

• automatic oil pump

• weight: 5.5 kg with bar and chain

Optional accessories:
• Fieldmann:  bar 35 and 40 cm and chain

• Oregon: 40 cm bar and chain

• total loss lubricant

• work gloves

• input power of engine: 2,000 W

• bar with a length of 40 cm

• quick chain tensioning system

• chain safety brake

• rubber-coated anti-skid handle

• chain rest for increased safety

• automatic oil pump

• weight: 5.5 kg with bar and chain
• quick chain tensioning system

Optional accessories:
• Fieldmann:  35 cm bar and chain

• Fieldmann:  40 cm bar and chain

• Oregon: 40 cm bar and chain

• total loss lubricant

• work gloves

• input power of engine: 1,800 W

• Fieldmann bar with a length of 35 cm

• chain safety brake

• chain rest for increased safety

• oil indicator

• automatic oil pump

• weight: 5.0 kg with bar and chain

Optional accessories:
• spare bar 35 cm

• spare chain

• total loss lubricant

• work gloves

NEW

NEW
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A decorative hedge needs 
su�cient care, especially 
precise cutting, regular 
pruning and trimming. Hedge 
trimmers improve the quality 
of a garden and save time. 
This means a hedge does 
not overgrow, does not 
take up much space and 
complements the appearance 
of the garden while protecting 
against the prying eyes of 
passers-by. By shaping the 
hedge to your own needs and 
imagination, you can create 
an original garden feature.

Working with electric or petrol hedge 
trimmers on a hedge is fast, easy and 
convenient and more accurate than 
using hand tools. When choosing 
a hedge, you can decide whether 
to have a long and tall hedge in the 
garden or just a few stand-alone 
shrubs you can shape. Choose 
electric shears if an electricity socket 
is easily accessible and you do not 
mind handling a long power cord. 
For places where there is no source of 
electricity, petrol hedge trimmers are 
recommended. The long bar means 
that less experienced gardeners can 
easily reach large hedges. Pruning 
a hedge with a shorter bar makes 
cutting small hedges and shrubs easier.

Rotary hedge trimmers enable to 
adjust the cutting angle; the handle 
also has di�erent adjustment positions. 
These functions can be used during the 
maintenance and shaping of di�cult 
to access areas and for comfortable 
cutting of vertical and horizontal 
areas of hedges and the shaping of 
decorative bushes. Telescopic models 
make cutting the upper parts of 
hedges signi�cantly easier. Working with 
them is also safer. Tasks which previously 
required a ladder can now be carried 
out from the comfort of the ground.

Safety
The double 

safety switch 
system prevents 

spontaneous 
machine 

activation. The 
trimmer will only 
start a�er both 

switches are 
activated.

Trimming 
Angle 

Adjustment
The bar angle 

can be adjusted 
horizontally and 

vertically on 
selected models. 

This system is 
particularly useful 

when shaping 
or maintaining 
those hard to 
reach areas.

Power Cord 
Protection

The holes in the 
back handle are 
used to secure 

the power cord. 
Securing the 

cord prevents 
unwanted 

disconnection.

Variable Uses
The trimmer can 
be used to take 
care of all types 
of ornamental 
shrubs. The bar 
design can cut 
material with 

a diameter of up 
to 16 mm.

Hedge Trimmers

FOR HEDGES
AND FENCES

LOPPERS
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We also o�er 
cordless fence 
shears as part  
of the range  

FAST POWER 20 V, 
pages 4-7

Model Motor Type Power Input Power Bar Length Max. Diameter 
of Material Safety Switch System Weight

FZN 2000-E electric motor 520 W – 40 cm 16 mm YES 2.25 kg

FZN 2305-E electric motor 550 W – 50 cm 16 mm YES 2.5 kg

FZN 2505-E electric motor 600 W – 55 cm 20 mm YES 2.6 kg

FZP 4006-B petrol – 26 cm3 / 0.75 kW 51 cm 24 mm YES 5.4 kg

• basic model with 520 W input

• cutting length: 400 mm

• two-handed motor safety 
switch

• safety brake

• trimming of branches with 
a diameter of up to 16 mm

• protective bar cover

• weight: 2.25 kg

• input power: 600 W

• cutting length: 550 mm

• adjustable cutting angle

• 4 horizontal handle positions

• cutting diameter 20 mm

• safety switch system

• protective cover of the bar for 
safe storage

• weight: 2.6 kg

• input power: 550 W

• cutting length: 500 mm

• cutting diameter 16 mm

• safety switch system

• protective cover of the bar for 
safe storage

• weight: 2.5 kg

• two-stroke engine with 
a displacement of 26 cm3

• cutting length: 510 mm

• maximum cutting diameter 
24 mm

• adjustable handle for vertical 
cut

• system of safety switches, 
protective front shield

• bar cover for safe storage

• weight: 5.4 kg

Electric Hedge Trimmer
FZN 2000-E

Electric Hedge 
Trimmers FZN 2505-E

Electric Hedge 
Trimmers FZN 2305-E

Fuel Hedge Trimmer
FZP 4006-B

Hedge Trimmers
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You have them on hand all the 
time and use them a hundred 
times a season. These are 
secateurs, which are an 
indispensable tool for trimming 
trees and shrubs. Hand shears 
are used for the maintenance 
of smaller hedges, trimming 
trees and shaping the details 
of ornamental shrubs. The 
advantage of them is the low 
cost, durability and long life.

FIELDMANN one-handed scissors 
enable �ne and precise work when 
trimming climbing plants, shoots 
and weaker twigs. The two-handed 
robust models excel with a solid metal 
construction and can handle strong 
branches, up to a diameter of 50 mm. 
Handles with a rubberized surface 
ensure that the scissors will not slip in the 
hand, even under increased exertion.

When choosing two-handed scissors, 
consider the branches that the scissors 
have to cut. If it will be young wood or 
�owers, choose more precise double-
blade models. They are gentle on the 
capillaries of plants so ideal for fresh 
branches. For cutting hard and dry 
wood, it is better to choose a single-
blade trimmer. Scissors with a lever gear 
apply pressure, which makes it easier 
to cut stronger branches. The hands 
extend the models with a telescopic 
handle, which increase the reach.

Hand lever trimmers for hedges are 
gentle on the edges of the leaves 
on a hedge and are particularly 
recommended for cutting shorter 
and lower walls or trimming hedges. 
Corrugated blades ensure that the 
branches do not slip and that the 
desired shear angle is cut.

Telescopic 
System

The telescopic 
system enables 

to set the 
trimmers to �ve 
di�erent length 

settings.

Aluminium 
Handles

Handles from 
aluminium alloys 

are light and 
�rm.

SK5 Stainless 
Alloy Blades
The blades are 

characterised by 
a high sharp and 

comfortable 
cut, capable of 

cutting branches 
up to 15 mm in 

diameter.

Variable Uses
The trimmer can 
be used to take 
care of all types 
of ornamental 
shrubs. The bar 
design can cut 
material with 

a diameter of up 
to 16 mm.

Loppers, Tools

LOPPERS
TOOLS

FIELDMANN
enable �ne and precise work when 
trimming climbing plants, shoots 
and weaker twigs. The two-handed 
robust models excel with a solid metal 
construction and can handle strong 
branches, up to a diameter of 50
Handles with a rubberized surface 
ensure that the scissors will not slip in the 
hand, even under increased exertion.
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• trimmers for branches with 
two blades

• maximum wet branch 
thickness: 20 mm

• SK5 stainless steel blade

• suitable for fast trimming of 
fresh branches

• fully retractable blade

• blade length: 160 mm

• ergonomic handle

• total length: 360 mm

• length of saw with inserted 
blade: 200 mm

• option to attach to a belt

• suitable for pruning branches

• trimmers for branches with 
two blades

• maximum wet branch 
thickness: 20 mm

• 2 shear pitch positions

• suitable for fast trimming of 
fresh branches

• blade length 240 mm

• total length: 410 mm

• blade treated against 
corrosion

• weight: 380 g

• protective case

• option to attach to a belt

• suitable for pruning branches

Loppers
FZNR 1006

Sliding Handsaw 
FZNR 1301

Loppers
FZNR 1007

Handsaw 
FZNR 1310

• telescopic loppers

• lopper length 680--920 mm

• weight 1,980 g

• cuts branches up to 50 mm 
thick

• steel handles

• rubber-coated grip

• telescopic single blade 
hedge trimmer

• lopper length 680--920 mm

• weight 1,980 g

• cuts branches up to 50 mm 
thick

• steel handles

• rubber-coated grip

• set of 5 hand tools
• hoe, fork, garden claw, root 

cutter and transplanting 
shovel

• strong polyamide �bre plastic
• high heat resistance
• high durability

Branch Loppers
FZNR 1022

Lever Trimmers for 
Branches FZNR 1013

Set of Garden Tools 
FZNR 1101

• telescopic trimming 
saw for pruning 
branches in treetops

• hardened blades

• plastic blade cover 
protects against injury

• telescopic pole - 
maximum length 5 m

Handsaw 
FZNR 1350

• set of 4 hand tools

• shovel, rake, cultivator, weed 
plow

• high resistance

• material: aluminium

• so�ened handle

Set of Garden Tools  
FZNR 1104

NEW

NEW

NEW
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The edges of the lawn, where 
the grass is connected to a kerb 
or the edging of �ower beds, 
need to be cleaned along with 
the surroundings of garden 
grills, storage boxes or, for 
example, a children’s sandpit. 
When adjusting these details, 
you will appreciate the cordless 
secateurs, which are �tted 
with a bar for precise and 
comfortable trimming and 
shaping of ornamental trees. 
Cordless trimmers are not 
restricted by the distance 
to an electricity socket; the 
battery can be easily charged 
at any time.

The rotary head o�ers a cut-angle 
setting for e�cient work in poorly 
accessible locations. The practical 
telescopic handle with guide wheels 
allows you to work in a standing position 
without bending your back, which is 
greatly appreciated when trimming long 
lawn edges.

Reaching high, even to the highest 
branches without fear of climbing, 
is aided by telescopic products, 
speci�cally the telescopic hedge 
trimmers and a telescopic branch 
pruner. You can safely trim trees, or 
bushes without the need of a ladder. 
The retractable handles with a range of 
1.9 to 2.5 m, or 2.2 to 2.9 m pruners, allow 
you to stand with your feet �rmly on the 
ground. By setting the cutting angle or 
the cutting heads on the pruner, you 
can easily reach hard-to-reach places. 
The telescopic hedge trimmers and the 
telescopic trimmer include a shoulder 
strap that will make it easier on your 
hands when working for long periods.

Trimming and 
Shaping

There are two 
types of cutting 
bars available. 
One is primarily 
designated for 
trimming and 
caring for the 

lawn, the other 
for shaping 
ornamental 

shrubs.

Trimming 
Angle 

Adjustment
You can also 

adjust the 
trimming head 
angle to make 

sure that working 
in those hard to 
reach places is 
just as e�ective.

Versatility
The telescopic 
handle of the 
tree trimmer 

can be adjusted 
to a maximum 

length of 
2.9 m. With 

the telescopic 
hedge trimmer, 
you can reach 

a height of 
2.5 m.

E�ciency and 
Comfort

The adjustable 
trimming or 

cutting head 
angle helps to 
access hard to 

reach branches.

Grass, Shrub and Tree Trimmers

LOPPERS
FOR GRASS

AND BUSHES,
PRUNERS

FOR TREES
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+

We also o�er 
cordless telescopes 

and a cordless 
pruner in the range 
FAST POWER 20 V, 

pages 4-7

variant:  
FZN 4101-A

variant: variant: 
FZN 4101-A

Grass, Shrub and Tree TrimmersGrass, Shrub and Tree Trimmers

• battery Li-Ion 3,6 V/1 300 mAh
• operation time approx. 30 min
• charging time approximately 

4 hours
• 2 strips – easy to replace
• bar on the bushes 100 mm
• grass bar 70 mm
• safety switch
• battery indicator
• weight: 0.60 kg

• replaceable Li-lon batteries 
3.6 V/1 300 mAh

• swivel head with 4 positions
• grass strip 80 mm
• weed strip 110 mm
• battery indicator
• weight: 0.60 kg
• variant FZN 4102-AT also 

includes a telescopic handle 
(130 cm)

• weight 1.00 kg

• input power of engine: 450 W
• cutting bar length 46 cm
• maximum cutting diameter 

16 mm
• adjustable trimming head 

angle with 8 positions
• adjusting the telescopic 

handle between 1.9–2.5 m
• shoulder harness included
• weight: 3.70 kg

Cordless Grass  
and Shrub Trimmers  

FZN 4000-A

Cordless Grass  
and Shrub Trimmers  
FZN 4101-A/4102-AT

Telescopic Fence 
Trimmers FZN 6005-E

• input power of engine: 600 W
• Oregon bar and chain
• bar length 25 cm
• adjustable cutting head angle 

with 3 positions
• adjustment of the telescopic 

handle between 2.3–-2.9 m
• shoulder harness included
• weight: 3.50 kg

Optional accessories:
• Oregon chain
• total loss lubricant

Telescopic Tree 
Trimmer FZP 6005-E

variant:  
FZN 4102-AT
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Wood chippers and shredders 
can easily turn garden waste 
into valuable material for 
further use: wood chips for 
�rewood and pulp for compost. 
It also solves the problems of 
piles of branches and hedge 
and shrub cuttings as burning 
them is prohibited in most 
municipalities in our country. 
Besides, processing in a crusher 
or chipper is an ecological 
solution.

Electric crushers use a disc with two 
or three blades to shred waste into 
small pieces. Cuttings from branches, 
hedges and overgrown trees in the 
form of �ne pulp are an ideal material 
for surface compost or mulch in �ower 
beds, which prevent the growth of 
weeds.

Garden waste, which passes through 
a wood chipper, is suitable for burning 
in stoves and boilers. The wood is 
processed in the chipper by a slowly 
rotating toothed cylinder, which presses 
the branches against the wall and 
removes them at regular intervals. This 
cutting system also handles thick, dry 
and harder branches. Wood chippers 
are �tted with overload protection 
and reverse running; in the case of 
jamming, the branch is released.

Two-Blade 
System

Perfectly shreds 
garden waste 
that does not 
need to be 
composted. 

The debris can 
also be used 
as mulch to 

prevent weed 
growth.

Wide 
Opening
Fieldmann 

garden 
shredders can 

shred branches 
up to 45 mm 

thick.

Cutting 
Cylinder 
System

The material is 
shredded by 
a slow-rolling 

cutting cylinder. 
The resulting 

chips are larger 
and can be burnt 

a�er drying.

Work Without 
Cleaning

The shredder 
comes with 

a large-capacity 
box or a bag for 
collecting debris.

Shredders and Chippers

SHREDDERS
AND CHIPPERS
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Model Power Input Crushing System Maximum Thickness of 
Shredded Material

Function
Self-Retracting Wheels Box Capacity Weight

FZD 4007-E 2,500 W two blades 40 mm NO YES 50 l 10.3 kg

FZD 4020-E 2,500 W two blades 40 mm NO YES 50 l 14.1 kg

FZD 5015-E 2,800 W teeth roller 44 mm YES YES 60 l 19.4 kg

Shredders and Chippers

Electric Shredder
FZD 4007-E

Electric Shredder
FZD 4020-E

Electric Chipper
FZD 5015-E

• engine input power: 2,500 W

• maximum diameter of crushed waste 4 cm

• overload protection

• wheels for easy handling

• includes bag for crushed waste

• weight: 10.3 kg

• input power of engine: 2,500 W

• shredding blade system – 2 blades

• shreds material up to 4 cm thick

• overload protection

• solid steel construction with wheels for 
easy relocation

• 50 l box with safety lock for easy handling 
of shredded material

• weight: 14.1 kg

• input power of engine: 2,800 W

• shreds material via the teeth roller

• 60 l debris box

• shreds garden waste up to 4.4 cm thick

• overload protection and reverse gear

• robust steel frame with wheels for easy 
handling

• weight: 19.4 kg
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Part of cleaning the garden 
should be removing everything 
that does not belong there. 
Garden vacuum cleaners 
and blowers vacuum or blow 
leaves and grass clippings that 
would otherwise rot in the lawn. 
These electric "sweepers" can 
also handle sawdust le� on the 
ground a�er preparing �rewood 
for the winter or freshly fallen snow 
that you need to remove from the 
pavement in the winter.

FIELDMANN garden vacuum cleaners 
and blowers have 3 functions: In 
addition to vacuuming with a suction 
capacity of up to 16 m3/min. and 
blowing at airspeeds of up to 300 km/h, 
they crush the extra sucked-in waste. 
The volume of leaves is decreased 
ten times, so it takes longer to �ll 
the collecting bag on the vacuum 
cleaner. In addition, the debris is further 
decomposed into the composter. 
Models equipped with steel crushers 
signi�cantly increase the e�ciency of 
the device. Even sti�er stalks of leaves, 
such as walnut, are easily processed 
by a steel crusher while the vacuum 
cleaner does not clog up. In addition, 
the steel crusher prevents clogging 
or damage to the vacuum cleaner in 
the case of unintentional suction of 
undesirable objects such as sticks, chips 
and mulch bark.

Mode Lever
With one 

movement of the 
lever, you can 
switch modes 
from vacuum 
cleaning to 

blowing and 
vice versa. 

When changing 
the mode, it is 
also necessary 
to change the 

vacuum cleaner 
nozzle.

Operating 
Modes

The vacuum 
cleaner collects 
leaves and other 

impurities or 
blows objects 
into a pile for 
easy collec-
tion. When in 
vacuuming 

mode, waste 
is minimised by 

crushing.

Continuous 
Power 
Control

Continuous 
power control is 
used, especially 
when cleaning 
areas covered 
with mulch or 

stones. The pow-
er can easily be 
adjusted to only 
collect or blow 
fallen leaves.

Steel Shredder
The shredder 
crushes the 

sucked in leaves 
so reduces 

the volume of 
material and 

increases the rate 
of decomposition 
in the compost.

Garden Vacuum Cleaners and Blowers

GARDEN
VACUUM CLEANERS

AND BLOWERS
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steel shredder steel shredder

We also o�er 
a cordless 

brushcutter as part 
of the range  

FAST POWER 20 V, 
pages 4-7

Model Power 
Input

Steel 
Shreadder

Telescopic 
Nozzle

3 In 1 
Function

Continuous 
Control Air�ow Speed Suction Power Support 

Wheels
Sack 

Capacity Weight

FZF 4010-E 2,600 W NO NO YES YES up to 250 km/hour. up 10.3 m3/min YES 45 l 3.5 kg

FZF 4030-E 3,000 W YES NO YES YES up to 270 km/hour. up to 13,0 m3/min YES 45 l 3.5 kg

FZF 4050-E 3000 W YES YES YES YES up to 300 km/hour. up to 16,0 m3/min YES 45 l 3.7 kg

Garden Vacuum Cleaners and Blowers

• garden vacuum cleaner with continuous 
power control

• input power of engine: 3,000 W

• so� start – continuous engine start

• 3 functions – blowing, vacuum cleaning, 
shredding

• speed of air �ow 100 to 300 km/h

• suction output up to 16 m3/min.

• waste shredding ratio 15:1

• collection sack capacity 45 l

• guiding wheel

• shoulder harness included

• weight: 3.7 kg

• steel shredder

• retractable rakes and telescopic nozzle

• easy access to the work area

• garden vacuum cleaner with continuous 
power control

• input power of engine: 3,000 W

• so� start – continuous engine start

• 3 functions – blowing, vacuum cleaning, 
shredding

• speed of air �ow 100 to 270 km/h

• suction output up to 13 m3/min.

• waste shredding ratio 10:1

• collection sack capacity 45 l

• guiding wheel

• shoulder harness included

• weight: 3.5 kg

• steel shredder

• garden vacuum cleaner with continuous 
power regulation

• input power of engine: 2,600 W

• 3 functions – blowing, vacuum cleaning, 
shredding

• airspeed up to 250 km/h

• suction power up to 10.3 m3/min

• waste shredding ratio 10:1

• collection sack capacity 45 l

• guiding wheel

• shoulder harness included

• weight: 3.5 kg

Electric Garden Vacuum 
Cleaner FZF 4050-E

Electric Garden Vacuum 
Cleaner FZF 4030-E

Electric Garden Vacuum 
Cleaner FZF 4010-E
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• garden water treatment plant with the input 
power of 1,000 W

• maximum delivery height 44 m
• maximum volume of water pumped 3,500 l/h
• maximum pressure 3.0 bar
• maximum submersion depth 8 m
• tank capacity 25 l
• option to connect FVC 9010

Garden Water Treatment Unit
FVC 8550-EC

Integrated 
Float

The �oat is 
located inside 

the body of 
the pump. This 
construction 
enables the 

pump to operate 
in an automatic 

regime in 
minimum areas 
and the residual 
level is only 5 cm.

Suction 
Hoses for 

Water
suction hose 
7 m long also 
designed for 

FVC 8010, 8020, 
8510 and 8550.

Pressure 
Switch

We install home 
waterworks with 

a high-quality 
pressure switch.

Easy 
Connection
The FVC 3002 
barrel pump is 

�tted with quick 
coupling and 

a valve for easy 
connection 

of the garden 
hose.

Gardens now require signi�cantly 
more water in the summer 
months than ever before. And 
because sprinkling with tap 
water can be expensive, more 
and more gardeners are looking 
for alternative water sources, 
such as an unused well or 
rainwater sump.

Pumps and domestic waterworks will 
bring water to hoses and irrigation 
systems. FIELDMANN covers the full 
range of water pumping requirements: 
from the supply of drinking water to 
households, through irrigation, to the 
pumping of sludge water from a �ooded 
cellar or cistern. The pump also pumps 
water from the swimming pool that 
may be needed during standard 
maintenance.

Submersible Pumps, Water Pumps

• garden water treatment plant with the 
input power of 800 W

• maximum delivery height 40 m
• maximum volume of water pumped 

3,200 l/h
• maximum pressure 3.0 bar
• maximum submersion depth 8 m
• tank capacity 20 l
• option to connect FVC 9010

Garden Water Treatment Unit
FVC 8510-EC

WATER TREATMENT UNITS
IMMERSION PUMPS

WATER PUMPS
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Model Power 
Input

Maximum
Flow Rate

Maximum 
Delivery Height

Maximum 
Submersion Depth

Maximum
Medium Temperature

Maximum Size of Solid 
Particles

Power Cord 
Length

Tank 
Capacity

FVC 2001-EC 250 W 5,000 l/h 6 m 5 m 35 °C 5 mm 10 m –

FVC 2003-EK 400 W 7,500 l/h 5 m 5 m 35 °C 35 mm 10 m –

FVC 4001-EK 750 W 12,000 l/h 8 m 8 m 35 °C 35 mm 10 m –

FVC 4002-EK 900 W 14,500 l/h 10 m 10 m 35 °C 25 mm 10 m –

FVC 3002-ED 250 W 2,000 l/h 9 m 7 m 35 °C 3 mm 10 m –

FVC 5010-EK 750 W 13,000 l/h 9 m 7 m 35 °C 16 mm 10 m –

FVC 8010-EC 600 W 2,800 l/h 35 m 7 m 35 °C – 1.2 m –

FVC 8020-EC 800 W 3,200 l/h 40 m 8 m 35 °C – 1.2 m –

FVC 8510-EC 800 W 3,200 l/h 40 m 8 m 35 °C – 1.5 m 20 l

FVC 8550-EC 1,000 W 3,500 l/h 44 m 8 m 35 °C – 1.2 m 25 l

FVC 6010-B – 20,000 l/h 30 m 7 m 35 °C – – –

Submersible Pumps, Water Pumps

• �oat pump with an 
input of 250 W

• maximum delivery 
height 6 m

• maximum submersion 
depth 5 m

• maximum amount 
of water pumped 
5,000 l/h

• maximum size of solid 
particles 5 mm

• option to connect 1” 
or 2” hoses

• universal pump with 
a power input of 
400 W

• maximum delivery 
height 5 m

• maximum submersion 
depth 5 m

• maximum amount 
of water pumped 
7,500 l/h

• maximum size of solid 
particles 35 mm

• option to connect 1” 
or 2” hoses

• powerful sludge pump 
with an input of 750 W

• maximum delivery 
height 8 m

• maximum submersion 
depth 8 m

• maximum amount 
of water pumped 
12,000 l/h

• maximum size of solid 
particles 35 mm

• option to connect 1” 
or 2” hoses

• submersible pump 
with integrated �oat

• automatic operation 
in small premises

• residual level in 
automatic operation 
5 cm

• remaining level in 
manual operation 
1 mm

• maximum size of solid 
particles 16 mm

• option to connect 1” 
or 2” hoses

Clean Water Pump
FVC 2001-EC

Sludge Water Pump
FVC 2003-EK

Sludge Water Pump
FVC 4001-EK

Sludge Water Pump
FVC 4002- EK

Sludge Water Pump
FVC 5010-EK

• submersible sludge 
pump with stainless 
steel resilient body

• input power of engine: 
900 W

• maximum delivery 
height 10 m

• maximum submersion 
depth 10 m

• maximum amount 
of water pumped 
14,500 l/h

• maximum size of solid 
particles 25 mm

• option to connect 1” 
or 2” hoses

• inner diameter 
12.5 mm

• outer diameter 18 mm

• input power: 250 W
• maximum �ow rate 

2,000 l/h
• maximum submersion 

depth 7 m
• maximum delivery 

height 9 m
• maximum size of solid 

particles 3 mm
• power cord length 

10 m
• �oat switch

• motor type: 2-stroke one cylinder 
52 cm3

• engine output: 1.45 kW
• fuel mixture ratio (oil / fuel) 1:25
• maximum delivery height 30 m
• maximum submersion depth 7 m
• maximum �ow rate 20,000 l/h

• powerful pump with a power input of 
600/800 W

• maximum discharge 35/40 m
• maximum pumping depth 7/8 m
• maximum transported amount of 

water 2,800/3,200 l/h
• power cord length 1.2 m
• option to connect FVC 9010

Barrel Pump
FVC 3002- ED

Garden Pump  
FVC 6010-B

Garden Pump  
FVC 8010/8020-EC
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Garden Irrigation Accessories

• 3/4”
• length 20 m
• 3 layers
• operating 

temperature: from 
-5 °C to + 65 °C

• operating pressure 
8 bars

• bursting pressure:  
24 bars

• inner diameter 19 mm
• outer diameter 24 mm

• 1/2”
• length 30 m
• 5 layers
• operating 

temperature: from 
-5 °C to + 65 °C

• operating pressure 
10 bars

• bursting pressure:  
30 bars

• inner diameter 
12.5 mm

• outer diameter 18 mm

• 1”
• length 15 m
• 3 layers
• operating temperature: 

from -5 °C to + 65 °C
• operating pressure  

6 bars
• bursting pressure:  

18 bars
• inner diameter 25 mm
• outer diameter 30 mm
• suitable for FVC 2001, 

FVC 2003, FVC 4001, 
FVC 4002, FVC 5010

• 1/2”
• length 50 m
• 5 layers
• operating 

temperature: from 
-5 °C to + 65 °C

• operating pressure 
10 bars

• bursting pressure:  
30 bars

• inner diameter 
12.5 mm

• outer diameter 18 mm

Irrigation Hoses
FZH 9120

Irrigation Hoses
FZH 9130

Irrigation Hoses
FZH 9115

Irrigation Hoses
FZH 9150

• it is possible to use 
a hose (1/2”) with the 
length of up to 45 m

• resistant to corrosion
• simple assembly
• light frame
• easy portability
• space-saving storage

• it is possible to use 
a hose (1/2”) with the 
length up to 60 m

• resistant to corrosion
• simple assembly
• light frame
• easy portability
• space-saving storage

Garden Reels  
FZH 1146

Garden Reels  
FZH 1160

HOSE REELS,
IRRIGATION GUNS

AND GARDEN HOSES

• it is possible to use 
a hose (1/2”) with the 

Garden Reels
FZH 1146

REELS,
 GUNS
HOSES
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Lawns, �owers, trees and vegetables need regular 
watering as rainfall does not provide enough moisture. 
Every gardener faces the challenge of choosing 
a suitable garden hose.

The FIELDMANN brand o�er includes, in addition to �ve-layer garden 
hoses resistant to internal pressures and twisting, durable hose reels, 
�ttings, sprayers and spray guns. The aluminium construction of the 
winches is strong and corrosion-resistant. Because of the support, the 
drum is stable, so the hose can be quickly wound and unwound. The 
wound hose can then be stored with minimum space requirements. 
Sprinklers ensure even watering - the oscillating type is suitable for 
small and large rectangular areas including the corners.

Irrigation Accessories

Firm Grip
The controls 

of the garden 
reels are made 

of durable 
materials.

Easy 
Handling

We have �tted 
our garden 

winches with 
wheels for easier 

movement 
around the 

garden.

Exact Dosing
Not an extra 

drop. Irrigation 
guns have up to 
10 types of water 

jets.

Automatic 
Reel

The FZH 1220 
model contains 
a self-winding 

system for easier 
work with the 

irrigation hose.

• hose length 20 m 
(outlet) + 2 m (inlet)

• hose diameter: 1/2”
• adapters 3/4” BSP
• operating 

temperature:  
from -5 do + 45 °C

• operating pressure 
8 bars

• bursting pressure:  
24 bars

• hose length 20 m 
(outlet) + 2 m (inlet)

• hose diameter: 1/2”
• adapters 1/2”  

and 3/4”
• operating pressure 

8 bars
• bursting pressure:  

24 bars
• operating 

temperature: -5 to  
+ 45 0C

Garden Reels  
FZH 1220

Garden Reels  
FZH 1221

• compatible with hose 
3/4”

• 3 × terminal - female
• 1× terminal stop – male
• 1/2" and 3/4" adapters
• adjustable irrigation 

guns

• compatible with hose 
1/2”

• 3 × terminal - female
• 1× terminal stop – 

male
• 1/2" and 3/4" adapters
• 8 position irrigation 

gun

• compatible with hose 
1/2”

• 3 × tending - female
• 1× terminal stop – male
• 1/2" and 3/4" adapters
• adjustable irrigation 

guns

Irrigation Set  
FZH 9005

Set of Terminals 
1/2“ FZH 9006

Set of Terminals 
3/4" FZH 9008

• compatible with 
terminal 1/2”

• 13 mm
• 10 positions
• easy regulation of �ow

Irrigation Gun  
FZH 9004

• compatible with terminal 1/2”, 13 mm
• length 450 mm
• 8 positions
• easy regulation of �ow

Irrigation Gun FZH 9007

NEW

Lawns, �owers, trees and vegetables need regular 
watering as rainfall does not provide enough moisture. 
Every gardener faces the challenge of choosing 
a suitable garden hose.

The FIELDMANN
hoses resistant to internal pressures and twisting, durable hose reels, 
�ttings, sprayers and spray guns. The aluminium construction of the 
winches is strong and corrosion-resistant. Because of the support, the 
drum is stable, so the hose can be quickly wound and unwound. The 
wound hose can then be stored with minimum space requirements. 
Sprinklers ensure even watering - the oscillating type is suitable for 
small and large rectangular areas including the corners.

Easy 
Handling

We have �tted 
our garden our garden 

winches with 
wheels for easier 

movement 
around the 

garden.

NEW
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An electric pressure washer 
is a reliable way to keep 
the house clean. It removes 
dirt from the terrace and 
pavement tiles and cleans 
drained pools and roofs. 
The stream of water revives 
facades and garden furniture, 
bikes, cars and motorcycles 
by removing dried mud.

FIELDMANN high-pressure washers 
supply water with the required 
strength. Unlike a traditional garden 
hose, it can remove stubborn andy 
ingrained dirt. High-pressure washers 
also save huge amounts of water 
compared to conventional washing, 
due to the precisely focused water 
jet. FIELDMANN spray guns for 
washers are �tted with adjustable 
three-way or four-way turbo nozzles. 
Selected models have a connection 
container for shampoo or detergent. 
Of course, there are castors for 
easier movement.

Hose Reel
The bene�t of 
the hose reel 
is that it saves 
space. At the 

same time, the 
hose is still part of 
the machine, so 
it cannot be lost 
or mechanically 

damaged.

Wheels
Work should be 
as comfortable 
as possible. The 
wheels �tted to 
Fieldmann high-
pressure washers 

guarantee 
maximum comfort 

when handling 
the machine.

Shampooing
A quality washing 
process de�nitely 

includes 
shampooing. This 
is with Fieldmann 

high pressure 
washers with 
an optional 
integrated 
or external 
shampoo 
container.

Quick 
Coupler

Ideal for the quick 
replacement of 
variable turbo 

nozzles. Handling 
with wet hands is 
an advantage.

High-Pressure Washers

• voltage/frequency: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,600 W

• maximum pressure: 130 bars

• maximum �ow rate: 420 l/h

• power cord: 5 m

• high-pressure hose length 5 m

• spray gun with adjustable nozzle

• integrated shampoo container

• wheels

High-Pressure Washer
FDW 201602-E

NEW

HIGH-PRESSURE
WASHERS
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Model Power 
Input

Maximum 
Pressure

Maximum 
Flow Rate Nozzle Pressure 

Hose
Function

Self-Suction Wheels Power Cord

FDW 201402-E 1,400 W 105 bars 396 l/h adjustable 3 m NO NO 5 m

FDW 201602-E 1,600 W 130 bars 420 l/h adjustable 5 m YES YES 5 m

FDW 202202-E 2,200 W 165 bars 460 l/h adjustable turbo 5 m YES YES 5 m

High-Pressure Washers

• voltage/frequency: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,400 W

• maximum pressure: 105 bar

• max. �ow: 396 l/hour

• power cord: 5 m

• high-pressure hose length: 3 m

• spray gun with adjustable nozzle

High-Pressure Washer
FDW 201402-E

High-Pressure Washer
FDW 202202-E

• voltage/frequency: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 2,200 W

• maximum pressure: 165 bars

• maximum �ow: 460 l/h

• power cord: 5 m

• high-pressure hose length 5 m

• spray gun with adjustable nozzle

• shampoo nozzle

• turbo nozzle

• car brush

• surface cleaner

• integrated shampoo container

• wheels

NEW

NEW
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Garden Generators

There are places where 
there is no electricity 
even though we need 
to use various electrical 
appliances. Examples are 
some buildings, a remote 
corner of a garden, 
a campsite near water 
or a boat and a garden 
hut. Or simply, at home 
a�er a storm, when the 
electricity does not work.

FIELDMANN petrol generators 
are a separate source of 
electricity for motors, lighting, 
heating, electrical appliances 
and with their continuous 
power, electric pumps and 
hand-held power tools. 
FIELDMANN stable generator 
power provides users with 
the ability to power sensitive 
devices such as PCs, laptops 
and audio equipment. 
FIELDMANN generators 
excel in quiet operation. Low 
consumption and large volume 
tanks can operate for up to 6 or 
8.5 hours. • engine OHV, 54 cm3

• maximum power 1,000 W

• permanent output 900 W

• inverter technology for the 
regulation of electrical outputs

• outputs: 1× ~230 V/50 Hz,  
1× =12 V, 1× USB

• tank capacity 3 l

• operating time per tank up 
to 8.5 h

• weight: 15 kg

• engine OHV, 80 cm3

• maximum power 1,800 W

• permanent output 1,600 W

• inverter technology for the 
regulation of electrical outputs

• outputs: 1× ~230 V/50 Hz,  
1× =12 V, 1× USB

• tank capacity 4.5 l

• operating time per tank up 
to 6 h

• weight: 21 kg

Fuel Generator
PC 4010 Bi

Fuel Generator
PC 4020 Bi

Checking the Oil Level
The accurate indicator 

signals when the oil needs 
to be topped up.

Economy Mode
FIELDMANN generators  
are equipped with the 

Economy system, which 
saves on fuel and the 

environment.

Connectivity
Our generators can be used 
with smartphones and other 

devices thanks to the USB 
connector.

GENERATORS
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2×

TILLERS
Success is preceded by hard work with a spade 
and sore muscles. The modern age has brought 
cultivators that aerate the soil without physical 
e�ort, and which can incorporate fertilizer or peat.

The cultivator is a soil cultivator: it grinds the top layer with 
rotating blades, which aerates the soil and prepares it for 

planting or sowing. The rotating blades penetrating the 

soil also pull the weeds to the surface, so it just needs to 

be raked. With their steel knives, FIELDMANN electric and 

gasoline cultivators can handle soil, turf and lumps. The 

steel cover on the cultivating knives protects the operator 

and the machine from �ying soil and stones.

Tillers

Model Input / Output Working Width Number  
of Blades Blade Diameter Folding 

Handle
Support 
Wheels Weight

FZK 2002-E 750 W 32 cm 4 20 cm YES NO 8 kg

FZK 2004-E 1 200 W 40 cm 4 20 cm YES YES 11 kg

FZK 2115-E 1 500 W 35/45 cm 6 21 cm YES YES 12 kg

FZK 6015-B 2,2 kW 36 cm 4 26 cm NO YES 31 kg

FZK 6115-B 2,2 kW 36/59 cm 4/6 26 cm NO YES 34 kg

• input power of engine: 
750 W

• working width 32 cm

• aluminium gearbox

• steel gears

• 4 steel blades

• blade diameter 20 cm

• folding handle

• weight: 8 kg

• input power of engine:  
1 200 W

• working width: 40 cm

• aluminium gearbox

• steel gears

• 4 steel blades 

• blade diameter 20 cm 

• folding handle 

• tilting transport wheels

• weight: 11 kg

• input power of engine:  
1 500 W

• working width:

• 35/45 cm

• steel gears

• 6 steel blades

• blade diameter 21 cm 

• folding handle 

• tilting transport wheels

• weight: 12 kg

• engine: OHV, 139 cc, 
2.2 kW

• working width 36 cm

• blade diameter 26 cm

• safety steel blade 
cover

• tilting transport wheel

• weight: 31 kg

• engine: OHV, 139 cc, 
2.2 kW

• working width 36/59 cm

• blade diameter 26 cm

• safety steel blade 
cover

• tilting transport wheel

• weight: 34 kg

option to add two more 
knives

Electric Tiller
FZK 2002-E

Electric Tiller
FZK 2004-E

Electric Tiller
FZK 2115-E

Fuel Tiller
FZK 6015-B

Fuel Tiller
FZK 6115-B
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• oil for mixing the fuel for  
two-stroke engines

• ensures the cleanliness of the 
engine and reduces wear

• prevents spark plug damage

• suitable for garden 
equipment

• bottle capacity 0.6 l

• oil for lubrication of four-stroke 
petrol engines

• high thermal oxidation stability

• viscosity class SAE 15 W-40

• suitable for garden 
equipment

• bottle capacity 1.0 l

• designed for lubrication of 
four-stroke petrol engines

• maintains excellent motor 
properties, even at low 
temperatures

• suitable for year-round use

• viscosity class SAE 10 W-30

• suitable for garden 
equipment

• bottle capacity 0.6 l

• oil for lubricating chainsaw 
chains

• suitable for year-long use in 
petrol and electric saws

• reduces friction temperature 
and the wear on the chain 
and bar

• integrated �ller for 
comfortable �lling

• bottle capacity 0.6 l

Motor Oil MOL 
Dynamic Garden 2 T

Motor Oil
MOL Essence

Motor Oil MOL 
Dynamic Garden 4 T

Oil for Lossy Lubrication 
MOL Dynamic Forest

Lubricants, Spraying

• 1.6 litre vessel capacity

• 2× PVC hose

– diameter 8 mm  
and length 1 m

– diameter 10 mm  
and length 1.3 m

• funnel

• can be used for all types  
of fuel

• 2 litre vessel capacity

• metal jet with spray regulation

• over-pressure valve

• switch with option to secure 
a�er running

Oil Extractor
FZR 9050

Hand Sprayer
FZO 8050

• 5 litre vessel capacity

• metal nozzle with spray 
control and position 
adjustment

• over-pressure valve

• shoulder harness

• maximum pressure 2.5 bar

Hand Sprayer
FZO 8060

NEW

LUBRICANTS

ACCESSORIES
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• palm segment made of �ne 
goatskin

• �nger segment made of �ne 
goatskin

• top part made of elastic 
synthetic fabric

• Velcro wrist strap

• size 10“(XL)

• lower part made of synthetic 
leather

• upper part made of �exible 
neoprene

• loop for easy wearing

• protection against slipping 
with Velcro tape size 10 "/ XL

• reinforced palm lining to 
absorb vibrations

• bottom palm part made of 
synthetic leather

• top part made of �exible and 
permeable synthetic cloth

• secure wrist strap prevents 
slipping

• size 10“(XL) / 11“(XXL)

Work Gloves
FZO 5010

Work Gloves
FZO 7010

Work Gloves
FZO 6010/FZO 6011

Protective Aids, Tools

• tank volume 25 l / 50 kg

•  dosing setting - 32 positions

•  spreading width up to 3 m

• folding handle

•  pneumatic wheels

•  weight: 6.3 kg

• practical cart useful in every 
garden and the surroundings 
of houses

• stable frame and easy 
handling

• replaceable plastic sack with 
80 l capacity

• loading capacity 25 kg

• steel thickness 1.5 mm

• steel handle

• extended size 57 cm

• folded size 23.5 cm

• maximum recommended 
weight 23 kg

• weight: 0.99 kg

• shovel width 15 cm

• package includes: carrying 
sack

• extended size 82 cm

• folded size 66 cm

• aluminium shovel with 
anodized surface size:  
22 × 28 cm

• ergonomic handle for easy 
handling

• maximum recommended 
weight 15 kg

• safety locks to prevent 
spontaneous folding

• weight: 0.6 kg

Garden Cart
FZO 4001

Steel Folding Shovel 
FPL 4001

Steel Folding Shovel 
FPL 4002

Garden Spreader
FZO 4030
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• a practical furniture set that is not only restricted to balconies

• the chairs and table can be easily folded and stored

• made from hard tropical acacia wood

• resilient against climate conditions

• the set includes seats and backrest cushions

• a larger and more comfortable balcony furniture set

• easy to fold 60 x 60 cm square table

• 2 chairs 55 × 40 × 81 cm

• intended for outdoor use

• made from hard tropical acacia wood

Optional accessories: green and cream chair cushions

Balcony Set CAROL-T

Balcony Set ALICE-T

COVERS IN WHITE INCLUDED IN THE 
PACKAGE

CUSHION COLOURS

With the arrival of warm weather, we like 
to move outside for air and sun. If we have 
a garden, we don’t even have to walk a long 
way to do some activities. With the FIELDMANN 
brand you can relax in the garden in wooden 
and metal furniture or arti�cial rattan furniture. 
It is produced in the guaranteed quality in the 
facilities of the Czech brand.

Tropical Acacia Wood Furniture
The timelessness, safety, durability and the charm of 
natural material means the furniture is still immensely 
popular with customers. FIELDMANN wooden furniture is 
made of tropical acacia wood, which is characterized 
by its hardness and robustness and its resistance to 
weathering, aging and biological degradation. Acacia 
wood is an ideal material for garden furniture as it is 

extremely durable, sti� and resistant to fungal pests. 
FIELDMANN wooden furniture also has durable solid brass 
joints, including fuses against spontaneous assembly.

Garden Furniture Care and Maintenance
The most valuable feature of solid wood tropical acacia 
is resistance to rain, snow, frost, sun and mould, and thus 
much easier maintenance. In addition, each part of 
FIELDMANN wooden furniture is already impregnated with 
oil from the factory, so it can be coated with special oil at 
least once a year for a long-term beautiful appearance. 
The protective coating revives the appearance of the 
wood and protects it against UV radiation and the 
weather and prolongs its life. The surface then resists 
mould and fungi better. Consistently clean the furniture 
before applying the oil. A brush, sponge or broom and 
soapy water can be used to clean wooden garden 

Garden Furniture

FURNITURE
GARDEN
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furniture. Then simply shower o� the furniture with a garden 
hose and let it dry. In the case of soiling, special wood 
detergents should be used. Remove algae, mould and 
fungi with �ne sandpaper. Nevertheless, we recommend 
the furniture is cleaned or suitably covered during 
winter. High resistance to any weather as well as minimal 
maintenance requirements have also made metal and 
arti�cial rattan furniture popular.

Metal Furniture and Arti�cial  
Rattan Furniture
Strength, durability and stability are the main advantages 
of metal and arti�cial rattan furniture with steel-aluminium 
pro�les from FIELDMANN. The furniture does not creak 
or move and is lightweight and easy to handle. No 
maintenance is required - just wash the furniture with 
soapy water and rinse. The surface is not absorbent, 

so rain, snow and strong sunlight do not a�ect it and 
mould and pests are not attracted to it. Modern surface 
treatments ensure corrosion resistance. The �lling of 
the metal armchairs consists of a durable and �exible 
synthetic fabric, which does not ignite even in direct 
sunlight and is also maintenance-free. Besides, it makes 
the furniture light, which is appreciated when li�ing it. The 
furniture is timeless in appearance, suitable for balconies, 
terraces and gardens and adapts to the surroundings.

FIELDMANN garden furniture can be retro�tted with 
special covers in many colours, which match the 
dimensions and shapes of the loungers and armchairs. 
Solid 100% polyester (180 g/m2), from which the covers are 
sewn, is provided with waterproof impregnation in case 
you forget to use the covers when raining. The droplets 
simply run o� the surface. The thickness of FIELDMANN 
covers is at least 5 cm for really so� seating.

• serving table

• luxurious serving table from acacia

• dimensions: 80 × 50 × 86 cm

• two removable handles

• floors can be used as separate trays

• wheels for easy handling

• the table is treated by oil coating

• suitable for outdoor use

• the set consists of 4 chairs and a folding table

• table 120 × 70 × 74 cm with folding option

• a sunshade umbrella can be �tted into the opening

• folding, ergonomically shaped chair 49 × 57 × 94 cm

• load capacity of the chair 110 kg

• option to buy additional cushions

• suitable for outdoor and indoor use, oil coated

• made from hard tropical acacia wood

Optional accessories: green and cream seat cushions

Serving Table FDZN 4050-T

Set of Garden Furniture EMILY-T

CUSHION 
COLOURS

Garden Furniture
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• the set consists of 4 armchairs and a rectangular table 90 × 150 cm

• the backrest and the ergonomically-shaped armrest can be set to 5 
positions by sliding the armrests

• armrests for extra seating comfort

• armchairs can be folded and therefore minimize storage space

• the table has an opening for installing a sunshade umbrella

• made from tropical acacia wood

• suitable for outdoor use

Optional accessories:
• upholstery chairs with di�erent colours and designs

• a luxury set consisting of 6 armchairs, a rectangular folding table and 
sunshade umbrella

• the robust, reinforced chairs are ergonomically shaped

• option to install back rest for the armchair

• the basic table length of 150 cm can be extended to 200 cm

• opening for installing a sunshade umbrella

• Intended for outdoor and indoor use

• made from tropical acacia wood

Optional accessories:
• upholstery chairs with di�erent colours and designs

• the set consists of 4 chairs and table

• table 120 × 70 × 74 cm

• a sunshade umbrella can be �tted into the opening

• folding, ergonomically shaped armchairs with armrests 54 × 65 × 94 cm

• chair loading capacity 110 kg

• made from hard tropical acacia wood

• chair �lling made of durable arti�cial fabric

• seat cushion sold separately

• intended for outdoor and indoor use

• treated with oil coating

• Carmen I-T / II.-T set for seating up to 6/7 people

• the basis of the CARMEN II.-T set are 4 armchairs, a three-seater bench 
and a folding table

• the basis of the CARMEN I.-T set is 6 armchairs and a folding table

• table measuring 150/200 × 90 cm with a hole for a parasol

• folding armchairs with adjustable backrest and armrests

• comfortable three-seat sofa with backrest

• made from tropical acacia wood

Optional accessories:
• upholstery chairs with di�erent colours  

and designs

CALYPSO-T  
Garden Furniture

Set of Garden Furniture  
ARIA-T

Set of Garden Furniture  
MOLLY II.

Set of Garden Furniture  
CARMEN I.-T/CARMEN II.-T

COVER COLOURS

COVER COLOURS ALSO FOR SALE IS A SET WITH 6 CHAIRS

CARMEN I

CARMEN II

COVER COLOURS

• the set consists of 4 chairs and table

• table 120 × 70 × 74

• a sunshade umbrella can be �tted into the opening

• folding, ergonomically shaped armchairs with armrests 54 × 65 × 94

chair loading capacity 110

made from hard tropical acacia wood

chair �lling made of durable arti�cial fabric

seat cushion sold separately

• intended for outdoor and indoor use

• treated with oil coating

•

•

•

•

•

•

• seat cushion sold separately
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• dimensions:  
120 × 70 × 74 cm

• table top with 
sunshade 
umbrella slot

• option to fold the 
table

• suitable for 
outdoor and 
indoor use, oil 
coated

• made from 
tropical acacia 
wood

• folding garden 
table

• basic size  
150 × 90 cm, a�er 
unfolding  
200 × 90 cm

• we recommend 
combining with  
6 armchairs or  
4 armchairs and 
a bench

• a sunshade 
umbrella can 
be installed in 
the middle of 
the table when 
unfolded

• made from 
acacia wood

• for exteriors and 
interiors

• dimensions:  
150 × 86 × 74 cm

• table top with 
sunshade 
umbrella slot

• option to fold the 
table

• suitable for 
outdoor and 
indoor use, oil 
coated

• made from 
tropical acacia 
wood

• rectangular table 
150 × 90 cm

• ideal in 
combination with 
4 armchairs or 2 
armchairs and 
a bench

• opening for 
installing 
a sunshade 
umbrella

• made from 
tropical acacia 
wood

• for exteriors and 
interiors

• rectangular 
shape

• dimensions: 
150/200 × 90 × 
75 cm

• easy to fold and 
unfold, stable 
frame

• opening for 
installing 
a sunshade 
umbrella

• suitable for 
outdoor and 
indoor use

• made from 
tropical acacia 
wood

• two/three-seat 
garden bench

• dimensions:  
122 × 57 × 85 cm/ 
150 × 61 × 90 cm

• comfortable 
seating, covers 
sold separately

• simple assembly
• for exteriors and 

interiors
• made from 

tropical acacia 
wood

Optional 
accessories:
• recliner covers in 

various colours 
and patterns

Garden Table
FDZN 4011-T

Garden Table
FDZN 4004-T

Garden Table
FDZN 4017-T

Garden Table
FDZN 4002-T

Garden Table
FDZN 4104-T

Garden Bench
FDZN 4013-T 
/FDZN 4006-T

• dimensions:  
54 × 65 × 94 cm

• loading capacity 
110 kg

• minimum storage 
space required when 
folded

• seat cushion sold 
separately

• intended for outdoor 
and indoor use

• treated with oil 
coating

• made from tropical 
acacia wood

• well-cra�ed garden 
chair with dimensions:  
74 × 58 × 105 cm

• 5 backrest positions
• ergonomically shaped 

seat and armrest in 
folded condition, 
minimum storage 
requirements, option 
to purchase covers

• suitable for outdoor 
and indoor use

• made from tropical 
acacia wood

• loading capacity 
140 kg

Optional accessories:
• upholstery chairs with 

di�erent colours and 
designs

• recliner with armrests
• 5 reclining backrest 

positions
• dimensions:  

71 × 56 × 108 cm
• made of acacia wood
• for exteriors and 

interiors
• the package contains 

two items (the 
stated price includes 
packing)

Optional accessories:
• upholstery chairs with 

di�erent colours and 
designs

• modern design, 
ergonomically shaped

• dimensions:  
182 × 54 × 63 cm

• minimum storage 
space required when 
folded

• suitable for outdoor 
and indoor use

• made from tropical 
acacia wood

Optional accessories:
• green and cream 

covers

• adjustable lounger 
measuring 190 × 70 cm

• option to set the angle 
of the backrest and 
the leg support

• made from tropical 
acacia wood

• for exteriors and 
interiors

Optional accessories:
• green and cream 

covers

Garden Recliner
FDZN 4201-T

Recliner
FDZN 4101-T

Recliner
FDZN 4001-T

Garden Deckchair 
Adria

FDZN 4009-T

Classic Garden 
Deckchair

FDZN 4007-T
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• luxury set consisting of 6 positioning armchairs, table with 
glazed top and sunshade

• table size: 150 × 96 × 71 cm, black tempered glass filling

• the backrest of the armrest can be set to 5 positions

• double glazed synthetic fabric allows comfortable seating 
even without a booster seat

• parasol ø 3 m controlled by a handle; option for setting the 
angle of inclination

• parasol cover made of 100% polyester 160 g/m2

• does not require special maintenance

• intended for outdoor and indoor use

• furniture set consisting of 4 armchairs and a table

• table size: 150 × 96 × 71 cm with clear tempered glass plate

• seat size: 55 × 77 × 92 cm

• resistant synthetic cloth armchair padding

• a sunshade umbrella can be installed into the opening in 
the table

• maintenance-free

• suitable for outdoor and indoor use

• the set consists of 6 armchairs, a folding table and sunshade 
umbrella

• table size: 150 × 96 × 71 cm with clear tempered glass plate

• seat size: 55 × 77 × 92 cm

• resistant synthetic cloth armchair padding

• sunshade umbrella ø 3 m, sunshade umbrella, polyester 
upholstering 160 g/m2

• sunshade umbrella controlled by handle, adjustable tilt 
angle

• this furniture does not require special maintenance

• suitable for outdoor and indoor use

Garden Furniture Set  
MELISA DARK/LIGHT

Garden Furniture Set  
ELLA

Garden Furniture Set  
RUBY DARK/LIGHT

THE MELISA LIGHT SET IS ALSO FOR SALE

THE RUBY LIGHT SET IS ALSO FOR SALE

ALSO FOR SALE IS A SET OF 6 + 1, RONY I, RONY II

Ba
se

 FD
ZN 9012

OUR TIP

Garden Furniture



• set of metal furniture consisting of 4 armchairs and a table

• table dimensions: 150 × 96 × 71 cm with clear tempered glass plate

• seat size: 55 × 73 × 94 cm, arti�cial fabric �lling

• opening for installing a sunshade umbrella

• maintenance-free

• suitable for outdoor and indoor use

Garden Furniture Set
ELLA LIGHT (FDZN 5020 + FDZN 5112)
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GardenGarden Furniture

• balcony set consists of 2 chairs and a table

• chair material: steel construction

• chair �lling made of durable arti�cial fabric

• chair dimensions: 57 × 47 × 76 cm (2 pcs in the package)

• table material: metal construction

• black tempered glass table top

• table dimensions: 60 × 60 × 71 cm

• chair load: 100 kg

• Product advantages: easy storage (folding option)

• set of metal furniture consisting of 4 armchairs and a table

• table dimensions: 150 × 96 × 71 cm with clear tempered glass plate

• seat size: 55 × 73 × 94 cm, arti�cial fabric �lling

• opening for installing a sunshade umbrella

• maintenance-free

• suitable for outdoor and indoor use

• a luxury set consisting of 4 adjustable seats, table with wood-plastic top 
and aluminium construction

• size of the table 150 × 90 × 74 cm

• the backrest of the armchair can be set to 5 positions

• double glazed synthetic fabric allows comfortable sitting even without 
a sit cushions

• does not require special maintenance

• intended for outdoor and indoor use

• option to buy seat cushions

Balcony Set
BELLA (FDZN 5002)

Garden Furniture Set
ELLA DARK (FDZN 5030 + FDZN 5111)

Garden Furniture Set
CHARLOTTE (FDZN 5050 + FDZN 5016)

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

ALSO FOR SALE IS A SET OF 6 + 1 AND A DARK VERSION OF THE ARMCHAIRS

ALSO FOR SALE IS
A SET OF 6 + 1

ALSO FOR SALE IS A 6 + 1 SET AND A LIGHT VERSION

ALSO FOR SALE IS
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• dimensions:  
150 × 96 × 71 cm

• transparent tempered 
glass table top

• can be combined with 
up to 6 chairs FDZN 
5010 and parasol FDZN 
5006/5007

• intended for outdoor 
and indoor use

• materials used do 
not require special 
maintenance

• recliner with armrests
• 5 reclining backrest 

positions
• dimensions:  

55 × 105 × 47 cm
• resistant synthetic 

cloth padding
• for outdoor and indoor 

use
• materials used do 

not require special 
maintenance

• dimensions: 
161 × 64 × 48/100 cm

• quality steel-aluminium 
frame upholstered with 
synthetic fabric

• option to adjust 
reclining backrest 
positions

• strength of load-
bearing pro�les:  
42 × 14 mm

• intended for outdoor 
and indoor use

• materials used do 
not require special 
maintenance

• luxury garden chair 
made of arti�cial 
rattan

• the armchairs are 
made of arti�cial 
rattan • the armrests 
are made of tropical 
acacia wood

• seat cushion treated 
with waterproof 
impregnation included

• armchair size:  
82 × 57 × 59 cm

• loading capacity of 
recliners up to 110 kg

• wooden parts are 
treated by oil

• the luxury lounger 
is made of arti�cial 
rattan

• steel construction
• dimensions:  

190 × 65 × 35 cm
• option of back 

positioning.
• the deck chair is 

suitable for indoor 
and outdoor areas, 
gardens, terraces, 
conservatories, 
balconies…

• dimensions:  
55 × 59 × 93 cm

• steel frame
• made of arti�cial 

rattan
• colour black
• suitable for outdoor 

and indoor use
• maintenance-free
• loading capacity 

120 kg

• quality garden table 
made of arti�cial 
rattan and wood

• solid steel construction
• the steel frame of the 

table is covered with 
arti�cial rattan

• the table top is made 
of tropical acacia

• table dimensions:  
150 × 90 × 74 cm

• wooden parts are 
treated by oil

• dimensions:  
150 × 96 × 71 cm

• black tempered glass 
table top

• can be combined with 
up to 6 chairs FDZN 
5010 and parasol FDZN 
5006/5007

• intended for outdoor 
and indoor use

• materials used do 
not require special 
maintenance

• quality garden table 
made of arti�cial 
rattan and glass

• steel structure
• the steel frame of the 

table is covered with 
arti�cial rattan

• transparent tempered 
glass table top

• table dimensions:  
145 × 85 × 72 cm

• dimensions:  
55 × 77 × 92 cm

• padding made of 
durable synthetic 
fabric

• suitable for outdoor 
and indoor use

• maintenance-free
• loading capacity 

120 kg

• dimensions:  
55 × 73 × 94 cm

• �lling made of durable 
arti�cial synthetic 
fabric

• suitable for outdoor 
and indoor use

• maintenance-free
• loading capacity 

120 kg

• dimensions:  
55 × 73 × 94 cm

• �lling made of durable 
arti�cial synthetic 
fabric

• suitable for outdoor 
and indoor use

• maintenance-free
• loading capacity 

120 kg

Metal Table With 
Glass Top FDZN 5020

Recliner
FDZN 5016

Garden Deckchair
FDZN 8012

Garden Recliner
FDZN 6010-PR

Garden Deck Chair 
made of Arti�cial 

Rattan FDZN 6007-PR

Garden Deck Chair 
made of Arti�cial 

Rattan FDZN 6002-PR

Garden Table
FDZN 6030-PR

Metal Table With 
Glass Top FDZN 5030

Garden Table made 
of Arti�cial Rattan
FDZN 6005-PR

Metal Chair
FDZN 5010

Metal Chair
FDZN 5112

Metal Chair
FDZN 5111

Garden Furniture

• designer garden table
• dimensions:  

150 × 90 × 74 cm
• construction: 

aluminium
• top: wood-plastic
• designed for outdoor 

and indoor use; 
maintenance free 
black

Metal Table
FDZN 5050

Metal Chair

NEW

NEW NEW
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• garden furniture made of artificial rattan

• the set consists of two armchairs, a sofa and a table 
with the top from hardened glass

• seat size: 82 × 57 × 59 cm

• sofa size: 127 × 73 × 78 cm

• table dimensions: 48 × 76 × 44 cm

• the set includes white waterproof covers

• coating thickness 5 cm, solid polyester 180 g/m2

Garden Furniture Set
EVA

• luxury garden furniture made of artificial rattan

• the set consists of 4 armchairs and a folding table

• the steel frame of the table is covered with artificial 
rattan

• the table top is made of tropical acacia

• table dimensions: 150 × 90 × 74 cm

• the armchairs are made of artificial rattan

• the armrests are made of tropical acacia wood

• part of the seat cushion treated with waterproof 
impregnation • size of seats: 82 × 57 × 59 cm

• load capacity of seats: 110 kg

• wooden parts are treated by oil

Garden Furniture Set
ANGELA

• a set of furniture consisting of 4 armchairs and a table 
made of artificial rattan

• transparent tempered glass table top

• table dimensions: 145 × 85 × 72 cm

• chair dimensions: 55 × 59 × 93 cm

• chair load: 120 kg

• the steel frame of the table and chair is covered with 
artificial rattan

• colour black

• suitable for outdoor and indoor use

• maintenance-free

Garden Furniture Set
RACHEL

Storage Box  
FDD 1100 PR

• designer garden box made of arti�cial rattan

• easy to handle

• steel frame

• colour: black

• polyester lining

• suitable for storing upholstery, garden furniture and 
tools

• dimensions: 126 × 50 × 60 cm

• luxury garden furniture made of artificial rattan

• the set consists of 4 armchairs and a folding table

• the steel frame of the table is covered with artificial 
rattan

• the table top is made of tropical acacia

• table dimensions: 150 × 90 × 74

• the armchairs are made of artificial rattan

• the armrests are made of tropical acacia wood

• part of the seat cushion treated with waterproof 
impregnation • size of seats: 82 × 57 × 59

• load capacity of seats: 110

• wooden parts are treated by oil

THE 6 + 1 REBECCA SET IS ALSO 
FOR SALE

Garden Furniture

• luxury set of artificial rattan

• water-resistant coatings included - in cream colour

• 4 × seat cushion + 3 × back cushion + 2 × decorative 
cushion

• rear sofa size: 128 × 74 × 69 cm

• lounger size: 128 × 71 × 69 cm

• table with tempered glass

• size of the table 62 × 62 × 35 cm

• the set is suitable for indoor and outdoor spaces, 
gardens, terraces, conservatories…

Garden Set made of Arti�cial Rattan
SOPHIE

ALSO FOR SALE WITH DARK PILLOWS
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• luxury wooden frame sunshade umbrella
• diameter: 3 m
• impregnated fabric
• colour green/cream
• rod diameter: 3.5 cm
• intended for outdoor and indoor use
• treated with oil coating
• made from tropical acacia wood

• base for arti�cial resin umbrella
• stand diameter: 44.5 cm
• total stand height: 32.5 cm
• weight: 12 kg
• variable sunshade umbrella diameter slot 

32/38/48 mm

• diameter: 3 m
• black/beige coating from 100% polyester  

160 g/m2

• controlled by handle
• adjustable tilt angle
• rod diameter: 3.8 cm
• intended for outdoor use
• material: metal

FDZN 5007

FDZN 5006

Sunshade Umbrella
FDZN 5103

Sunshade Umbrella
FDZN 4014/4015

Parasol Stand
FDZN 9012

Sunshade Umbrella
FDZN 5105

Sunshade Umbrella
FDZN 5006/5007

Sunshade Umbrella
FDZN 5107

• diameter: 3 m

• cream coating from 100% polyester 160 g

• controlled by handle

• adjustable tilt angle

• rod diameter: 3.8 cm

• for outdoor use

• diameter: 3 m

• grey coating from 100% polyester 160 g

• controlled by handle

• adjustable tilt angle

• rod diameter: 3.8 cm

• for outdoor use

• cover dimensions: 3 × 3 m

• light grey coating made from 100% 
polyester 160 g

• controlled by handle

• adjustable tilt angle

• rod diameter: 3.8 cm

• for outdoor use

NEW NEW NEW

Sunshade Umbrella

FDZN 4015

FDZN 4014
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Swing
FDZN 5205

• garden swing for 2 people

• construction: metal with powder coating

• seat cushion: waterproof fabric

• weight capacity: 240 kg

• dimensions: 108 × 162 × 155 cm

• the roof of the swing is made from 
polyester 160 g/m2

NEW

Garden Gazebo
FDZN 7005

• metal garden pavilion with a roof

• dimensions: 3 × 3 m

• construction: steel with powder coating 
against corrosion

• roof construction: steel ribs

• the roof covering is made from polyester  
180 g/m2

• suitable for any garden

NEW

Swings, Gazebos

Swing
FDZN 5207

• stylish and comfortable garden swing for  
3 people

• construction: metal with powder coating

• dimensions: 200 × 120 × 164 cm

• the swing can be unfolded in the lying 
position

• comfortable upholstered seat

• seat and waterproof covers made from 
180 g polyester

NEW

Garden Gazebo
FDZN 7010

• metal garden pavilion with a roof

• dimensions: 3 × 3 m

• construction: powder coated steel 
against corrosion

• roof construction: steel ribs

• the roof covering is made from polyester 
180 g/m2

• suitable for any garden

• the package includes sidewalls for 
protection against wind and insects

NEW

• metal garden pavilion with a roof

• dimensions: 3 × 3

• construction: steel with powder coating 
against corrosion

• roof construction: steel ribs

• the roof covering is made from polyester 
180 g/m

• suitable for any garden

NEW

protection against wind and insects
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Integrated 
Ignition 
System

FIELDMANN grills 
are equipped 

with an IRS 
system. Light your 

grill by turning 
the knob…

Temperature 
Under Control

The built-in 
thermometer 

ensures perfectly 
cooked food, 

and the 
temperature is 
always under 

control.

Easy 
Handling

Most of our grills 
have wheels for 
easier handling 

around the 
garden or 
terrace.

Place for 
Accessories

The higher range 
of FIELDMANN 
grills takes your 
accessories into 
consideration. 

Place your tools 
on the integrated 

hooks.

GAS

Grilling

We usually spend a lot of time 
preparing food in the kitchen. 
And as it warms up outside, we 
prefer to spend this time outside 
the house and fully enjoy the 
beautiful weather. So it is ideal 
to move the cooking outside 
and not only relax and dine in 
the garden but also prepare 
food.

FIELDMANN o�ers a wide range of grills, 
not only charcoal and accessories. Sin-
ce last year, we have o�ered gas grills.

With a gas grill you can start grilling 
immediately. You can put the grill into 
operation with one button; the output 
can be easily and precisely regulated. 
Compared to charcoal grills, handling 
is more convenient and there is no 
need to store charcoal. On the other 
hand, charcoal grills are enhanced by 
the unmistakable taste and aroma of 
the food, which can only be achieved 
by preparing it over charcoal or wood.

Charcoal grills with compact dimen-
sions can be easily stored in a car or 
even in a backpack ready for wee-
kend camping, and the cost will not 
signi�cantly burden your wallet. You 
will appreciate the larger types of grills 
when inviting larger company to the 
table or when you want to cook.

AND CHARCOAL
GRILLS

ELECTRIC
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Garden

Electric Grill
FZG 2005

Gas Grill
FZG 3102

Gas Grill
FZG 3010

Gas Grill
FZG 3005

Gas Grill
FZG 3003

Gas Grill
FZG 3013

• input power: 1,600 W
• grill dimensions: 98 × 64.5 × 62 cm
• non-stick surface - healthy grilling
• easy to clean
• continuous temperature control
• spice rack and other ingredients
• drip tray
• grilling on a stand (stable, easily 

removable stand)
• can also be used separately as a table grill
• weight: 7 kg

• size of the grill: 110 × 57 × 112 cm

• 2× main burner (6 kW)

• grilling surface: 48 × 42 cm

• ignition: integrated system

• grilling height: 86 cm

• stainless steel control panel and handle

• thermometer

• wheels for easier handling

• size of the grill: 107 × 53 × 110 cm

•  3× main burner and 1× side burner 
(11.7 kW)

• ignition: integrated system

• grilling surface: 50.5 × 39 cm

• grilling height: 86 cm

• cast iron grate

• thermometer

• wheels for easier handling

• size of the grill: 122 × 57 × 112 cm

• 3× main burner (9 kW)

• ignition: integrated system

• grilling surface: 60 × 42 cm

• grilling height: 86 cm

• stainless steel parts: lid, handle, door

• grate and plate: cast iron

• thermometer

• 4× wheels with brake for easier handling

• size of the grill: 107 × 53 × 110 cm

• 3× main burner (8.1 kW)

• ignition: integrated system

• grilling surface: 49.5 × 36 cm

• grilling height: 86 cm

• cast iron grate

• folding side tables

• thermometer

• wheels for easier handling

• size of the grill: 122 × 57 × 112 cm

• 3× main burner and 1× side burner 
(11.5 kW)

• ignition: integrated system

• grilling surface: 60 × 42 cm

• grilling height: 86 cm

• stainless steel control panel and handle

• grate and plate: cast iron

• thermometer

• 4× wheels with brake for easier handling

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

Grilling
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• wood �replace

• grilling container diameter 
75 cm

• �replace size: ø 51 cm

• sheet thickness: 0.8 mm

• heat-resistant coating

• stable stand

• grill size: 37 cm

• grilling area: ø 35 cm

• grilling height: 30 cm

• chrome plated grilling grid

• cover

• grill size: ø 26 cm, height: 
12.5 cm

• �replace size: ø 25 cm

• thermo bag with dimensions:  
29.5 × 18.5 cm for cooling 
drinks

• chrome grid

• portable

• grilling container diameter 
41.5 cm

• grilling area: ø 41 cm

• grilling height: 58 cm

• grilling grid: 41 × 0.5 cm

• chrome plated grilling grids

• cover

• wood �replace

• diameter: 54.5 cm

• grate height from the ground: 
25 cm

• heat-resistant coating

• net cover against �ying coal

• collapsible legs for 
economical storage

• packaging for handling and 
storage

• grill size: ø 35.5 cm

• fireplace size: ø 34 cm

• grilling area height: 22 cm

• chrome grid

• lid

• grill size: 36.5 cm

• grilling area: ø 34 cm

• grilling height: 28 cm

• chrome grill grate

• lid

Fireplace  
FZG 1010

Charcoal Grill 
FZG 1103 B

Travel Charcoal Grill 
FZG 1003

Garden Charcoal Grill
FZG 1009

Fireplace  
FZG 1020

Charcoal Table Grill 
FZG 1000/FZG 1000G

Charcoal Table Grill 
FZG 1102 G

NEW

Grilling
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• grill size : ø 57 × 20 cm

• grilling area height: 68 cm

• grilling area size: ø 54.5 cm

• chrome grid

• lid

• size: 126 × 62 × 90 cm

• grilling area: ø 54 cm

• grilling height: 77 cm

• grilling grid, heating grid

• chrome-plated grilling grids

• storage top

• cover

• thermometer

• size of the grill: 76 × 42 cm

• fireplace size: 71 × 38 cm

• grilling area height: 78 cm

• grate size: 72 × 42 × 0.4 cm

• heating grate size:  
68 × 20 × 0.4 cm

• chrome grid

• lid

• thermometer

• grill size: 61 × 45.5 cm

• grilling surface: 55.6 × 41.5 cm

• grilling height: 78 cm

• 2× grilling grid: 27.8 × 41.5 × 
0.5 cm

• heating grid: 53.5 × 24 cm

• chrome grill grates 

• cover 

• thermometer

• size: 71 × 74 × 97.3 cm

• grilling area: ø 57 cm

• grilling height: 80.5 cm

• grilling grid, heating grid

• chrome-plated grilling grids

• enamelled surface

• cover

Garden Charcoal Grill
FZG 1004

Garden Charcoal Grill
FZG 1014

Garden Charcoal Grill
FZG 1007

Garden Charcoal Grill
FZG 1008

Garden Charcoal Grill
FZG 1013

Garden Charcoal Grill Garden Charcoal Grill

Grilling
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• length: 36 cm

• 3 in 1

• scraper steel 
brush abrasive 
sponge

• length: 30 cm

• oval steel brush• size:  
50 × 19.5 × 8.5 cm

• voltage: 
230 V/50 Hz, 
800 W

• stainless heating 
coil

• cable length: 
1.5 m

• 3 grill utensils

• fork, scoop and 
pliers

• length:  
38,5-39,5 cm

• bamboo handles

• stainless steel

• 3 grill utensils

• shovel, fork, pliers

• rubber handles, 
stainless steel

• length:  
43,5-46 cm

• dimensions: 
 ø 80 × 75 cm

• waterproof 
material

• for models  
FZG 1004, 1013

• dimensions:  
110 × 55 × 110 cm

• waterproof 
material

• for models  
FZG 1008, 3102, 
3003, 3010

• 5 grill utensils

• shovel, fork, knife, 
pliers, brush

• stainless steel

• dimensions:  
130 × 62 × 115 cm

• waterproof 
material

• for models  
FZG 3005, 3013

• 3 piece grill 
accessories set

• grill fork, shovel, 
tongs

• length: 35 cm

• aluminium case

• case dimensions:  
37 × 10 × 8 cm

• 4 grill utensils

• shovel, fork, pliers, 
brush

• plastic handles, 
stainless steel

• length: 40-42 cm

• length: 30 cm

• oval steel brush

• dimensions:  
19.5 × 30.5 cm

• heating grid

•  safety side 
handle

Grill Cleaning 
Brush

FZG 9003

Grill Cleaning 
Brush  

FZG 9013

Electric Lighter
Charcoal and 

Briquette Starter
FZG 9001-E

Set of Grilling 
Utensils

FZG 9018

Set of Grilling 
Utensils

FZG 9017

Set of Grilling 
Utensils

FZG 9016

Set of Grilling 
Utensils

FZG 9014

Set of Grilling 
Utensils

FZG 9015

Grill Cleaning 
Brush

FZG 9012

Charcoal Lighter 
FZG 9000 U

safety side 

Set of Grilling 

safety side 
handle

Set of Grilling Set of Grilling 
Utensils

FZG 9015

safety side 
handle

Set of Grilling 

safety side safety side 

Set of Grilling Set of Grilling Set of Grilling 

Set of Grilling Set of Grilling Set of Grilling Set of Grilling Set of Grilling Set of Grilling Set of Grilling Grill Cover
FZG 9050

Grill Cover Grill Cover
FZG 9051

NEW
Grill Cover
FZG 9052

NEW

Grilling



+ CORDLESS TOOLS
ELECTRIC

WORKSHOP EQUIPMENT

No household and workshop 
can be without basic tools 
and implements. Whether 
you're passionate about DIY 
or just want to be prepared 
for the necessary home 
repairs, with theFIELDMANN 
brand you can buy quality 
functional products. 
FIELDMANN tools combine 
reliability, safety and easy 
operation. They excel in 
thoughtful ergonomic 
shapes for maximum 
comfort at work.
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Workshop
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Just Around 
the Corner
We supply the 
FDS 10155-A 

 cordless 
screwdriver with 

a �exible tool 
cable for work 

in places where 
there is not 

enough space.

Under Control
Thanks to the 

battery signalling 
LEDs, you will 

always know how 
long it will take 
to charge the 

battery.

Small But 
Powerful

The FDV 
10252/10253 

model series is 
supplied with an 
extremely small 

but powerful 12 V 
battery, which is 
also supplied in 
a package of  

2 pieces.

100 %

Capacity

1 month 6 months
Time

Other batteries

Li-Ion

50 %

Stability without memory e�ect

Cordless ToolsWorkshop

The performance and quiet 
operation of cordless tools are 
ensured by modern batteries 
providing freedom of work 
without worrying about the 
length of the extension cable 
and the availability of a soc-
ket. With a cordless tool, you 
can attach the console to the 
curtain immediately, without 
�nding and stretching the 
extension cable, which will not 
interfere with your work.

Thanks to the independence of 
the electrical socket, cordless 
FIELDMANN tools also enable you 
to work outdoors and in hard-to-re-
ach places. The light and simple 
character of the control of these 
tools means more complicated 
work can be done.

Assembling or disassembling 
furniture is a task for cordless 
screwdrivers. You can adjust some 
models from the pistol grip to 
a horizontal position relative to the 
screwdriver head. This will prepare 
a straight tool that will not leave 
you in a tight spot, even if you need 
to access narrow spaces.

Also on o�er are  
5 AKU machines for 

hand tools within the 
range FAST POWER 20 V, 

 pages 4-7

Integrated 
LED Light

The Fieldmann 
cordless series 
is equipped 

with built-in LED 
lights for more 
comfortable 

work.

TOOLS
CORDLESS

The performance and quiet 
operation of cordless tools are 
ensured by modern batteries 
providing freedom of work 
without worrying about the 
length of the extension cable 
and the availability of a soc-
ket. With a cordless tool, you 



PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED
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Plenty of Accessories
We supply selected products in 

the Fieldmann cordless series with 
a wide range of accessories.

• Li-Ion 14,4 V 2 000 mAh
• 2 speeds: 0-400 / 0-1,400 rpm.
• torque moment 35 Nm
• torque: 18 + 1 + 1
• impact
• 13 mm fast switching chuck 

with brake
• LED light
• charging time 1–1.5 hours
• included:
• 9 pc masonry drill set
• 30 bits 25 mm
• 3 bits 75 mm
• 1 handle for bits
• 1 screwdriver:
• 4 socket heads

• Li-Ion 12 V 1,300 mAh
• 2 speeds:0–400/0–1 350 rpm

• torque moment 25 Nm

• 17 torque levels and 1 drilling 
level

• 3-level LED battery charge 
indicator

• LED light

• charging time 3–5 hours
• keyless chuck

• maximum drilling diameter 
10 mm

• weight: 1.05 kg

• Li-Ion 14.4 V 1500 mAh
• 2 speeds: 0-400 / 0-1,400 rpm.

• torque moment 30 Nm

• torque: 18 + 1 + 1

• LED light

• maximum drilling diameter 
10 mm

• weight: 1.2 kg

Cordless Drill
FDV 10352-55AR

Cordless Drill
FDV 10201-A

Cordless Drill
FDV 10301-A

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

Cordless Tools Workshop

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

• 3.6 V 1300 mAh Li-ion 
battery

• idle revolutions: 
230 rpm

• torque moment 3.5 
Nm

• Torque levels: 6 + 1
• LED light and �ashlight
• 90° swivel handle
included:

• 8× 1/4” heads
• 32 bits
• 2 drills
• 1 magnetic bit holder
• 1 connecting sha�
• 1 head adapter

• Li-Ion 12 V 1300 mAh
• 2 speed: 0-350/0-

1,350 rpm

• torque: 22 + 1

• 10 mm fast switching 
chuck

• LED light

included:
• 6 drills

• 6 bits
• 1 handle for bits
• spare battery  

FREE OF CHARGE

• 3.6 V 1300 mAh Li-ion 
battery

• idle revolutions: 
180 rpm

• Torque levels: 6 + 1

• LED light

• battery charge 
indicator

• 90° swivel handle

• 14.4 V Li-Ion 1,300 mAh
• 2 speeds: 0-400/0-1,500 rpm

• Torque levels: 15 + 1

• fast switching chuck 10 mm

• USB port - power bank 
function

• 3 level LED battery indicator

• LED light

• 3.6 V 1300 mAh Li-ion 
battery

• idle revolutions: 
220 rpm

• head with 6 bits
• LED light

• battery charge 
indicator

• 90° swivel handle

• ergonomic handle

• 3.6 V 800 mAh Li-ion 
battery

• idle revolutions: 
280 rpm

• rotation direction 
switch

• charging time 1 h by 
USB cable

• LED light

• low weight: 0.16 kg

Cordless 
Screwdriver
FDV 10155-A

Cordless Drill
FDV 10252-A/53-A

Cordless 
Screwdriver
FDV 10101-A

Cordless Drill
FDV 10351-A

Cordless 
Screwdriver
FDV 10102-A

Cordless 
Screwdriver
FDV 10103-A

NEW

NEW

Cordless 

Power bank

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

Cordless 
Screwdriver Screwdriver

NEW

impact
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Laser Sight
The new range 
of cutting tools 

is equipped with 
a laser for more 

accurate cutting. 
You will always 
�nd your line in 
the sea of dust.

It Will Last
Demolish the 

wall, beat 
the tiles… 

FIELDMANN 
rotary hammers 
have a durable 

construction.

Safety
We emphasise 
safety at work. 
Hand tools are 
equipped with 
a number of 

safety features.

Extensions
Choose the 

right one. Not 
just hot air 
guns have 

several types of 
attachments.

Electric Tools

is equipped with 

accurate cutting. 

The o�er of FIELDMANN electric hand tools covers tools for repairs 
and reconstructions, buildings and workshops - from drills, through 
to rotary hammers, grinders and saws, to planers, multifunctional 
tools and model grinders.

Fieldmann electric hand tools are intended for anyone who is 
looking for reliable, yet a�ordable equipment for work in the 
workshop and around the house. They combine advanced tech-
nical solutions with exceptional user comfort. Copper winding for 
motors extends the service life of the tools. The advantage when 
transporting and storing tools is the practical boxes.

Manually tightening screws and hammering in nails is 
a long and arduous task in the home and the workshop. So-
metimes it is simply necessary to use the mechanical force 
of the machines. Where there is good access to electricity, 
DIYers traditionally choose electric hand tools for higher 
performance, unrelenting power and unlimited endurance.

Workshop

ELECTRIC
TOOLS
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• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 500 W

• quick-action chuck up to 13 mm

• no load speed: 0–3,000 rpm

• drilling or impact drilling

• speed control

• ergonomic side handle

• comfortable switch control

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,050 W

• no load speed: 0-1050 rpm

• impact strength:  
0–5,200 strokes / min., 2.8 J

• maximum drilling: concrete 26 mm, metal 
13 mm, wood 42 mm

• no load speed: 0–850 rpm

• 3 drills and 2 chisels,
• 1 chuck
• SDS-PLUS system

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• power output: 710 W

• no load speed: 0-2,800 rpm

• chuck size: 13 mm

• option for drilling and hammer drilling

• option of speed regulation

• side handle and depth stop

• voltage: 220 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,500 W

• no load speed: 0-880 rpm

• impact strength:  
0–4,250 strokes / min., 5.5 J

• maximum drilling: concrete 32 mm, metal 
13 mm, wood 40 mm

• no load speed: 0–850 rpm

• 3 drills and 2 chisels
• SDS-PLUS system

• weight: 4.9 kg

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• power output: 750 W

• no load speed: 0-2,800 rpm

• chuck size: 13 mm

• keyless chuck

• option of drilling and impact drilling

• option of speed regulation

• side handle and depth stop

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1300 W

• SDS-Max
• impact strength:  

0–3,600/min./15 J

• 1 pc single point muzzle 18 × 320 mm
• 1 pc �at chisel 18 × 320 mm

Impact Drill
FDV 200501-E

SDS Drill/Hammer Drill 
FDV 211050-E

Impact Drill
FDV 200711-E

Rotary Hammer 
FDV 201502-E

Impact Drill
FDV 200751-E

Demolition Hammer
FDBK 201301-E

Impact Drill

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

Electric Tools Workshop

Level

pneumatic hammer

pneumatic hammer

metal chuck

SDS
PLUS

SDS
MAX
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• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 900 W

• no load speed: 11,000 rpm

• disk diameter: 125 mm
• side handle and key

• copper motor winding

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 800 W

• no load motor speed: 
4,500 rpm

• ergonomic side handle

• disk diameter: 140 mm
• copper motor winding

Package contents:
• rectangular cutting distance 

holder, 1 cutting disc

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1400 W

• no load speed: 4000-8600 rpm

• disk diameter: 150 mm
• side handle and key

• copper motor winding

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1300 W

• engine speed without load  
4,500 rpm.

• side ergonomic handle

• disk diameter: 185 mm
• Robust aluminium body

• AC laser for more precise 
cutting

Package contents:
• rectangular cutting distance 

holder, 1 cutting disc

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,200 W

• no load motor speed: 
12,000 rpm

• 3 ergonomic side handle 
positions

• disk diameter: 125 mm
• copper motor winding

• 1 grinding wheel included in 
the package

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,300 W

• no load motor speed: 
4,700 rpm

• ergonomic side handle

• disk diameter: 185 mm
• Robust aluminium body

Package contents:
• circular saw, T-shaped cutting 

distance aligning tool, 1 
cutting disk

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 2,200 W

• no load motor speed: 
6,000 rpm

• side handle adjustable to  
3 positions

• disk diameter: 230 mm
• copper motor winding

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 800 W

• maximum cutting depth:  
80 -100 mm

• no load motor speed 
2,800 rpm

• ergonomic handle

• AC laser and LED light

Package contents:
• rectangular distance holder

• cutter, 2 saw blades, briefcase

Angle Grinder
FDB 200901-E

Circular Saw
FDK 200802- E

Angle Grinder
FDB 201401-E

Circular Saw
FDK 201302- E

Angle Grinder
FDB 201201-E

Circular Saw
FDK 201301- E

Angle Grinder
FDB 202201-E

Straight Line Saw
FDP 200805-E

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

NEWNEW

Electric ToolsWorkshop
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• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• power output: 200 W

• no load motor speed 
7000–12,000 rpm.

• power regulation (1-5)

• 3 exchangeable 
plates:
122 mm

150 × 150 × 100 mm

184 × 92 mm

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• power output: 150 W

• no load motor speed 
11,000 rpm

• grinding surface:  
198 × 90 mm

• copper motor winding

• ergonomic handle

• coloured/transparent 
with diameters of 7 
and 11 mm

for FDTP 2020-E (7 mm):

• FDTP 9020 melting rods 
trans.

• FDTP 9021 colour 
melting sticks.

for FDTP 2010-E (11 mm):

• FDTP 9100 melting rods 
trans.

• FDTP 9101 colour 
melting sticks.

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 300 W

• no load speed  
10,000 – 18,500 rpm

• variable speeds
• cutting, grinding, 

scraping etc.

Package contents:
• 11 piece accessory 

set case

• voltage: 220 V/50 Hz

• input power: 170 W

• no load motor speed 
10,000 – 35,000 rpm.

• chuck size 0.8–3.2 mm

• 210 piece  
accessory set

• copper motor winding

• voltage: 220 V/ 50 Hz

• input power: 430 W

• no load motor speed 
5,000–13,000 rpm.

• grinding area size: 
125 mm

• copper motor winding

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• power output: 130 W

• no load speed: 
13,000 rpm

• grinding surface:  
140 × 140 × 80 mm

• copper motor winding

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 900 W

• grinding speed:  
200-380 m3/min.

• belt size: 76 × 533 mm

• copper motor winding

Vibration Grinder
FDB 200221-E

Vibration Grinder
FDB 2004-E

Melting Rods
20 pcs

Multi-Purpose 
Tools

FDB 200301-E

Modelling Grinder
FDMB 200171-E

Eccentric Grinder 
FDEB 200431-E

Vibration Grinder
FDB 200131-E

Belt Grinder
FDBP 200901-E

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz
• input power: 170 W
• no load speed  

10,000 – 35,000 rpm.
• chuck size: 1,6-3,2 mm
• 440 piece accessory 

set
• plastic packaging for 

transport

• copper motor winding

Modelling Grinder
FDMB 200172-E

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

PRACTICAL CASEPRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

Modelling Grinder

Electric Tools Workshop

• melting pistols

• voltage / frequency: 
230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 
20 W/100 W

• glue stick diameter  
7 mm / 11 mm

• melting ability:  
3–6 g/9–16 g

• preheating time: 3–5 
min

Melting Pistols
FDTP 2020/2100-E

NEW DESIGN

40 pcs of  
accessories  

FDB 9002
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• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 2000 W

• temperature setting: I.: 50–450 
0C, II.: 60–600 0C

• air�ow: I. 250 l/min, II. 500 l/min

Package contents:
• plastic case

• 5 × extension

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 800 W

• no load motor speed:  
0-17,000 rpm

• mowing width: 82 mm

• chip depth: 0-2 mm

• folding depth: 0-6 mm

• solid aluminium base

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 250 W

• no load motor speed 
2,960 rpm

• 2 grinding wheels: 
150/200 mm

• stable and solid construction

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• actual output current:  
20-140 A

• electrode diameter:  
1.6 - 3.2 mm

• input current: 28 A

• maximum input power:  
6.1 kVA

• included in the package 
welding shield

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• actual output current:  
20-160 A

• electrode diameter:  
1.6 - 4.0 mm

• input current: 33 A

• maximum input power:  
7.2 kVA

• included in the package 
welding shield

Heat Gun
FDHP 202001-E

Spray Guns
FDSP 200651-E

Electric Planar
FDH 200801-E

Table Grinder
FDSB 200251-E

Welder
FDIS 20140-E

Welder
FDIS 20160-E

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 710 W

• maximum cutting depth: 
115 mm

• no load motor speed 
2,800 rpm

• ergonomic handle

• copper motor winding

Package contents:
• 2 saw blades (wood + metal)

NEW NEW NEW

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 650 W

• spray power: 105 W

• container capacity 800 ml

• �exible hose length 1.3 m

Electric Tools

Spray Guns
FDSP 200651-E

voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

input power: 650 W

spray power: 105 W

container capacity 800 ml

�exible hose length 1.3 m

included in the package 
welding shield

Electric Stirrer
FDRM 200851-E

Saber Saw
FDPO 200711-E

Electric Stirrer
FDRM 201601-E

NEW

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,600 W

• no load motor speed: 
0-660 rpm II. 0-900 rpm

• connecting thread: M 14

• broom dimensions:  
140 × 590 mm

• voltage: 230 V/ 50 Hz

• input power: 850 W

• no load motor speed: 
0-500 rpm

• connecting thread: M 14

• broom dimensions:  
120 × 600 mm

PRACTICAL CASE
INCLUDED

Heat Gun Saber Saw
NEW

Workshop

option to buy  
an additional  

FDRM broom 901601

wet and dry 
grinding

FDRM broom 901601
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Hand Tools

HAND TOOLS
ACCESSORIES

GARAGE
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CR-V

32
pcs

• 18× ¼ “socket with bits
• 26× ¼ “socket / extended / E
• 2×: “extension: 50 mm and 75 mm
• 1× ¼ “ratchet joint, 1 × ¼“ blockbuster
• 1× ¼ “screw handle, 1 × ¼“ ratchet
• 30× ½ “socket / extended / E
• 2× ½“ extension: 125 mm and 250 mm
• 1× ½“ ratchet joint, 1 × - ½“ ratchet
• 2× ½“ candle head: 16 and 21 mm
• 3× Allen key: 1.5, 2, 2.5 mm
• 1× bit adapter
• 17× bits
• 1× case

• 3× pliers, 2 × screwdriver: (-) (+) 6 × 100 mm
• 1× handle for socket wrenches
• 5× open sided wrench:
• 3× tools: knife 18 mm, hammer, meter 5 m
• 2× ratchet handle with tilting head
• 3× socket for 1/2 "- 1/4" socket wrench
• 1× three-way attachment, 2 × - universal joint
• 2× spark plug socket 1/2 "
• 12× socket wrenches 1/4 “, 16 × - sizes 1/2“
• 1× connecting member, 1 × - sliding rod 1/4 “

• 6× hl. 1/4 ”plug, 20 × bits × 25 mm with holder, 
2× punch (canine and flat chisel)

• 19× ½“ socket head: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 27, 30, 
32 mm

• 2× ½“ candle head: 16, 21 mm
• 2× ½“ extension: 125, 250 mm
• 1× ½“ joint
• 1× ½“ ratchet
• 6× ½“socket head (12 pt): 10, 12, 14, 15, 17, 

19 mm
• 1× case

Gola Set
FDG 5001-108R

Gola Toolkit  
FDG 5005-85R

Gola Set
FDG 5000-32R

Wide Range 
of Bits and 
Extensions
The tool sets 
comprise all 

available and 
commonly used 
bits. Just choose.

High Quality 
Steel

We use high-
strength tool 
steel CR-V for 

our tools.

Versatile Use
The tools can 
be used in the 
workshop and 

the home.

Gola Tool SetHand Tools

No household and workshop can be 
without basic tools and implements.

Whether you're passionate about DIY or just 
want to be prepared for the necessary home 
repairs, with the FIELDMANN brand you can 
buy quality, functional products. FIELDMANN 
tools combine reliability, safety and easy ope-
ration. They excel in thoughtful ergonomic 
shapes for maximum comfort at work.

CR-V

32
pcs

• 18× ¼ “socket with bits
• 26× ¼ “socket / extended / E
• 2×: “extension: 50 mm and 75

3× pliers, 2 × screwdriver: (-) (+) 6 × 100 mm • 19× ½“ socket head: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 27, 30, 

Gola Set
FDG 5001-108RFDG 5005-85R

NEW

HAND
TOOLS

CR-V

108 
pcs

Gola Toolkit Gola Toolkit 
NEW

CR-V

85 
pcs
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CR-V

54 
pcs

CR-V

53 
pcs

• 1× 6“ combination pliers
• 2× screwdriver: SL6 / PH6× 100 mm
• 1× handle for socket heads
• 4× tools: knife, hammer, spirit level, meter
• 8× sockets: 5 - 13 mm
• 1× 6“adjustable wrench + 8 × hex key
• 1× screwdriver with bits: PH00, 0, SL2, 2.4
• 24× bits 6 / 25 mm, 1 × ratchet 1/4“
• 1× rubber adapter for hammer
• 80× dowel
• 1× screwdriver with tester
• 1× magnetic bit holder

• 1× 6“ combination pliers
• 1× 6” pliers with long jaws
• 8× 3/8“ sockets: 8 -17 mm
• 1× 3/8“ ratchet
• 1× 6“ adjustable wrench
• 8× 1.5 - 6 mm Allen wrench
• 2× screwdrivers: PH2 / SL6 × 100 m
• 1× bit holder
• 20 bits 25 mm
• 1× 200 g hammer
• 1× 6” level
• 1× measuring band 3 m
• 1× knife

Tool Set
FDG 5013-138R

Gola Toolkit
FDG 5008-53R/FDG 5010-53R

Gola Set
FDG 5012-108R

CR-V

65 
pcs

Gola Tool Set Hand Tools

CR-V

65 
pcs

• 23× 1/4”- 3/8“ socket wrenches
• 2× universal joint: 1/4" and 3/8"
• 2× socket wrench for ignition candles 3/8"
• 3× socket for 1/4", 3/8" socket wrench
• 2× ratchet handle with tilting head
• 2× screwdriver (-) (+) 6 × 100 mm
• 20× bits 25 mm + 1 × - connecting element
• 1× pliers with long jaws: 6“
• 1× pliers with sliding joint: 10“
• 1× diagonal pliers 6“
• 1× splitting pliers: 7“
• 5× open side key
• 1× handle for socket wrenches

• 1× 6“ combination pliers
• 1× 6" diagonal pliers
• 1× 10” plumbing pliers
• 3× screwdriver: SL3/100, PH6/100, PH5/75 mm
• 1× handle for socket heads
• 1× measuring band 3 m
• 1× 8“ adjustable wrench
• 8× Allen wrench
• 1× 6“ spirit level
• 2× screwdriver with bits:
• 4× wrench 8, 10, 12, 13 mm
• 1× hand saw
• 4× saw blade
• 1× hammer
• 2× file
• 1× magnetic attachment
• 32 bits with holder

• 14× 3/8” socket wrenches: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 22, 24 mm

• 1× 3/8“ ratchet handle with fuse
• 2× screwdriver SL 6 × 100 mm and PH  

6× 100 mm
• 22× extensions / holder
• 1× 6” pliers with long jaws
• 1× 10” pliers with sliding joint
• 1× 6” diagonal pliers
• 9× Allen key: 1.5 – 10 mm / holder
• 1× T-handle for 1/4” socket wrenches
• 1× 3/8” universal joint
• 1× 1/4” connecting element

Gola Toolkit  
FDG 5003-65R

Tool Set
FDG 5014-66R

Gola Toolkit
FDG 5002-54R

CR-V

66 
pcs

CR-V

138 
pcs

CR-V

108 
pcs

14× 1/4” socket wrenches
14× 3/8” socket wrenches
2× 3/8” spark plug wrench
1× 1/4" socket wrench attachment: 3“
1× ratchet handle with tilting head: 3/8”
1× connecting member
2× screwdriver 6× 100 mm
40× 25 mm bits
2× 6“, 10“ pliers
6× open side wrench: 6 - 17 mm
1× handle for socket wrenches
1× two-way attachment: 1/2“× 3/8“
22× Allen key
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CR-V

35 
pcs

CR-V

60 
pcs

CR-V

39 
pcs

CR-V

51 
pcs

• 1× 8“ adjustable wrench
• 1× snap-off knife
• 1× 6“ diagonal pliers
• 1× 6“ combination pliers
• 1× 3 m tape measure
• 9× Allen key 1.5 –10 mm
• 9× 1/4“ head 5 - 13 mm
• 1× 1/4" torque wrench
• 1× carpenter’s hammer 340 g
• 1× bit holder
• 1× 9“ spirit level
• 32× 1“ bits
• 1× magnetic bit holder

• 1× combination pliers
• 12× bits 25 mm
• 8× Allen key 1.5 – 6 mm
• 2 screwdrivers: PH2× 100 mm,  

SL6 × 100 mm
• 1× bit holder
• 1× 3/8“ ratchet
• 9× 3/8“ socket heads: 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 

15, 17, 19
• 1× hammer 200 g
• 1× extension 3/8“ × 3“
• 1× 3/8" universal joint
• 2× 3/8“ plug-in head for candles  

16, 21 mm

• tool set 35 pcs

• 1× 6“ combination pliers

• 1× handle for push-in bits

• 1 x knife

• 1× scissors

• 1× measuring band 3 m

• 20, 6/25 mm bit

• 9× Allen wrench 1.6 -10 mm

• 1× magnetic attachment

Gola Toolkit 
FDG 5006-60R

Gola Toolkit 
FDG 5007-39R

Gola Toolkit 
FDG 5015-51R

Set of Bits With Screwdrivers 
FDG 6001-47R

Hola Tools 
FDS 1015-56R

Tool Set
FDG 5011-35R

CR-V

47 
pcs

CR-V

56 
pcs

4 mm bits:
SL 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
PH 1.0, 1.5, 2.5
T2, T5
TX T2, T5
Y 0.8
U 2.6

6 mm bits:
SL 3.0, 4.0, 5.0
PH 4.0, 5.0, 6.0
H 3.0, 4.0, 5.0
TX T 6, T 7, T 8
Y 2, Y 3, PZ 2, PZ 3
U 6.0

25 mm bits:
 H 3, 4, 5, 6
 T 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
 SL 3, 4, 5, 6
 PH 1, 2, 3
 PZ 1, 2, 3

 50 mm bits:

 SL 5, 6,
PH 1, 2

Gola Tool SetHand Tools

¼” socket heads:
M 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0

• 1/4“ socket 
wrenches: 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 mm
•  3/8“ socket 

wrenches: 13, 14, 
15, 17 mm

•  3/8“ ratchet
•  pliers with sliding 

joint
•  extension

• 20× bits 1× drawer holder
• 1× magnetic bit holder
• 2× mini screwdrivers CRV
• 1× screwdriver CRV: 5× 100 mm (-, +)
• 1× 1/4” X3” extension
• 7× hexadecimal keys CRV: 1, 5-6 mm
• 12× socket heads 1/4 ”: 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 6, 7, 

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 mm
• 1× bracket adapter 1/4” bits
• 1× 1/4” ratchet handle
• 1× 6” long nose pliers
• 1× 6“ combination pliers
• 1× knife
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CR-V

33 
pcs

22 
pcs

65 
pcs

CR-V

CR-VCR-V

41 
pcs

CR-VCR-V

79 
pcs

61 
pcs

4 mm bits:
SL 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5
PH 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.5
TX 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20
H 1.3, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0
Y 2.0
2.0
0.8
U 2.6

6 mm bits:
SL 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
PH 0, 1, 2, 3
PZ 0, 1, 2, 3
TX 10, 15, 20, 25, 27, 30, 40
H 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6

¼” socket heads:
M 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 3/16, 
1/4, 9/32, 5/16, 11/32, 3/8, 
7/16

1× screwdriver with ratchet for 
6 mm bits

• 1× screwdriver for 4 mm bits

Set of Bits With Screw-
drivers FDG 5004-79R

Screwdriver Set With Bits
FDS 1005-65R

Screwdriver Set With Bits
FDS 1011-22R

Screwdriver With Bits 
FDS 1014-61R

Screwdriver Set With Bits
FDS 1004-33R

Screwdriver Set  
with Bits

FDS 1009-41R

Screwdriver Bit Sets

6 mm bits:
SL 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
PH 0, 1, 2, 3
PZ 1, 2, 3
TX 4, 5, 6, 7
TH 8, 9, 10, 15, 20
H 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0
Y 1, 2, 3
2.3
U 6, 8

4 mm bits:
SL 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5
PH 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.5
TX 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20
H 1.3, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0
Y 2.0
2.0
0.8
U 2.6

¼” socket heads:
M 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0,9.0,10.0, 
11.0, 12.0, 13.0

4 mm bits:
SL 1.0, 1.5, 2.5
PH 000, 00, 0, 1
PZ 0, 1
TX 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

H 0.7, 0.9, 1.3 1.5, 2.0

¼" socket heads:
M 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0,10.0, 
11.0, 12.0, 13.0

6 mm bits:
SL 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
PH 0, 1, 2, 3
PZ 0, 1, 2, 3
TX 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40
H 3, 4, 5, 6
SQ 0, 1, 2, 3

6 mm bits:
SL 3, 4, 5, 6
PH 0, 1, 2, 3
PZ 0, 1, 2, 3
TX 10, 15, 20, 25

H 3, 4, 5, 6

• screwdriver with ratchet
• 50 mm extension attachment

4 mm bits:
SL 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 
4.0
PH 000, 00, 0, 1
PZ 0, 1
TX 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20
H 0.7, 0.9, 1.3, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 
3.0, 4.0

• screwdriver with extension 
attachment

• �exible attachment
• magnifying glass

6 mm bits:
SL 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
PH 1, 2, 3
PZ 1, 2, 3
TX 10, 15, 20, 25

H 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
¼" socket heads:

M 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 9/32, 
5/16, 11/32, 3/8, 13/32

Hand Tools

25 mm bits:
T 10, 15, 20, 25
SL 3, 4, 5, 6
PH 0, 1, 2, 3

H 3, 4, 5, 6
28 mm bits:

T 5, 6, 7
SL 2, 2.5, 3
PH 000, 00, 0

H 1.3, 1.5, 2
¼“ extension:
M 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 mm

CR-V

40 
pcs

CR-V

37 
pcs

6 mm bits:
H 3, 4, 5, 6
T 10, 15, 20, 25
SL 3, 4, 5, 6
PH 0, 1, 2, 3
PZ 1, 2, 3
S 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13, 14

Bit Set With Screwdriver 
FDS 1017-37R

Set of Bits With Screw-
driver FDS 1016-40R
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16 
pcs

206 
pcs

Special Small Tools

CR-V

14 
pcs

CR-V

23 
pcs

• 13 knife set
• 2 ruling needles
• magnetic strip
• handle

• cut screw remover
• size: 5, 6, 8, 10 mm

Hand Tools

Mini Toolset
FDS 9008-10R

Screw Remover
FDV 8101

Set of Screws
FDS 9102-500R

Set of Screws
FDS 9101-206R

Mini Toolset
FDS 1018-23R

Multitool
FDM 5025

Hobby Knife Set
FDN 1002-16R

Staple Gun
FDN 3001

Hobby Knives
FDN 1003-14R

• 15 pcs 25 mm bits
• 6 pcs 1/4 extension 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10 mm
• 1 ratchet
• 1 extension

• narrow pliers • classic jaws
• splitting pliers • knife • awl
• can opener • bottle opener
• file • flat screwdriver large
• Cross screwdriver
• small flat screwdriver
• serrated knife

• use for round/rectangular 
clips and nails

• meets TÜV / GS standards
• all-metal stapler construction
• practical plastic case with 

1,500 clips included

• 10 bits PH2* 25 mm
• ideal for working with 

plasterboard

• 5*60 mm - 15 pcs, 5* 80 mm - 10 pcs
• 5* 50 mm - 20 pcs, 5* 40 mm - 22 pcs
• 3.5* 25 mm - 60 pcs, 3.5* 30 - 45 pcs
• 4* 30 mm - 40 pcs4* 40 mm - 28 pcs
• 3* 20 mm - 100 pcs, 3* 16 mm - 130 pcs
• 4* 35 mm - 30 pcs

• 5* 60 mm - 15 pcs, 5* 80 mm - 10 pcs
• 5* 50 mm - 20 pcs, 5* 40 mm - 22 pcs
• 3.5* 25 mm - 60 pcs, 3.5* 30 - 45 pcs
• 4* 30 mm - 40 pcs, 4* 40 mm - 28 pcs
• 3* 20 mm - 100 pcs, 3* 16 mm - 130 pcs
• 4* 35 mm - 30 pcs

NEW NEW

NEW

500 
pcs

• Hobby knives 14 pcs
• 2× knife handle
• pumpkin cutters

function12
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Pliers, Painting Supplies and Tool BoxesSpecial Small Tools Accessories

Shears
FDNP 3301

Painting Set
FDMV 1401

Box for Tools 16.5’’
FDN 4116

Pliers Set
FDN 1020

Metal Box for Tools
FDN 4150

Paint Roller
FDMV 1501

Box for Tools 18.5’’
FDN 4118

FOR TOOLS
BOXES

• material: high-quality plastic
• dimensions:  

415 × 210 × 190 mm
• compartment for bits, dowels 

and screws
• reinforced handle

• three-part tool box with 
built-in wheels and telescopic 
handle

• dimensions:  
520 × 320 × 721 mm

• wheels made of hardened 
plastic

• weight: 15 kg

• 3 sheet metal shears in 
a package

• cutting option: left, right and 
straight

• ergonomically shaped 
handles

• the starter kit contains 
everything for painting: 
different types of rollers, 
brushes, tarpaulin, paint 
mixer/hopper, frames, tape 
and paint tin opener

• paint tank capacity: 0.54 l
• 3/8" drip roller (perforated)
• 1× protective shield

• material: high-quality plastic
• dimensions:  

480 × 250 × 230 mm
• compartment for bits, dowels 

and screws
• reinforced handle

NEW

NEW NEW

15 
pcs

• combined pliers 150 mm

• diagonal pliers 150 mm

• clipping pliers 150 mm
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CR-V

18 
pcs

CR-V

18 
pcs

CR-V

37 
pcs

CR-V

6 
pcs

• 4× �at screwdrivers

• 4× cross screwdriver

• 10× small screwdriver with 
index �nger turntable

• wall mountable bracket

• 4× cross screwdriver

• 4× �at screwdriver

• 8× small screwdriver

• 1× screwdriver for bits  
+ 20 × bits“

• 7 pcs

• size: 8, 10, 12, 13, 14.17, 19 mm

• plastic case

• measuring range: 0.2-30 m
• accuracy of measurement  

+/- 0.2 mm
• laser type class 2, 630–670 nm 

<1 mW
• units m/�
• Battery type: alkalineAAA 2 

pcs
• function of one measurement
• function of further 

measurements
• beep and backlight functions

• measuring range: 0.2 - 40 m
• accuracy of measurement  

+/- 0.2 mm
• laser type class 2, 630–670 nm 

<1 mW
• units m/�
• battery type: Li-Ion
• function of further 

measurements
• beep and backlight functions
• round surface measurement 

function

• 4× �at screwdrivers

• 4× cross screwdriver

• 10 × small screwdriver with 
index �nger turntable

• wall mountable bracket

• �at screwdrivers: 3.0 × 75 mm,  
4.0 × 100 mm, 5.0 × 150 mm

• cross screwdriver:  
4.0 × 100 mm, 5.0 × 125 mm, 
6.0 × 150 mm

• wall mount or wall panel

• 7 pcs

• size: 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 
19 mm

• plastic case

Screwdriver Set
FDS 5007-18R

Screwdriver Set
FDS 5006-37R

Ratchet Wrench with 
Fixed Head FDN 1050

Laser Distance Meter
FDLM 1030

Laser Distance Meter
FDLM 1040

Screwdriver Set
FDS 5008-18R

Screwdriver Set
FDS 1102-6R

Ratchet Wrench with 
Joint FDN 1051

Screwdriver, Wrench and Laser Sets, Meters

CR-V

12 
pcs

CR-V

7  
pcs

CR-V

7  
pcs

Hand Tools

• side wrenches with angle loop

• sizes: 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 22, 24

• suspended rolling canvas

Wrench Set
FDN 1010

NEW DESIGN
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• set of 9 SDS drills and  
4 chisels

• drills: 6, 8, 10, 12 
(various sizes)

• point, �at and 
grooved chisels

• set of 12 SDS drills

• drills: 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 18, 
20, 24 (various sizes)

• 2× T 118 A  
– wood 2 – 15 mm

• 2× T 144 D  
– wood 3 – 30 mm

• 2× T 101 B  
– wood 3 – 30 mm

• 2× T 101 AO  
– wood 5 – 50 mm

• 2× T 101 BR  
– metal 1 – 3 mm

• 2× T 118 A  
– metal 1 – 3 mm

• 2× T 101 B  
– wood 3 – 30 mm

• 2× T 111 C  
– wood 4 – 50 mm

• 2× T 127 D  
– metal 3 – 15 mm

• 2× T 119 BO  
– wood 2 – 15 mm

• 2 universal saw blades 
for wood/metal

• 3 saw blades for wood
• 4 saw blades for metal
• universal handle (1/2“)

Drills, Bit Sets and Special Accessories Hand Tools

• iron drills 6 pcs
• size: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10
• 6 screw bits

• set of Cobalt drills for 
masonry 6 pcs

• sizes 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10
• 6 screw bits

• 18 piece masonry 
drill set

• sizes: 2× 3 mm,  
2× 4 mm, 5× 5 mm,  
5× 6 mm, 3× 8 mm,  
1× 10 mm

• iron drills - 39 pcs, 
Premium Quality

• size: 1, 1,5, 2, 2,5, 3, 
3,5, 4, 4,5, 5, 5,5, 6, 8, 
10 mm

• iron drills - 27 pcs, 
Premium Quality

• size: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6.5, 
7, 7.5, 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 
12 mm

Drill Set
FDV 9004

Drill Set
FDV 9006

Set of 12 SDS Drills 
FDV 9152

Drill Set
FDV 9101

Saw Blades for 
Wood FDP 9001

Drill Set
FDV 9201

Mixture of Saw 
Blades FDP 9002

Drill Set
FDV 9202

Set of 9 Saw Blades 
FDPO 9001

CR-V

55 
pcs

CR-V

27 
pcs

Bit Set
FDS 9003-56R

Bit Set
FDS 9002-67R

Bit Set
FDS 9006-27R

CR-V

67 
pcs

CR-V

56 
pcs

CR-V

33 
pcs

DRILLS

SPECIAL ACCESSORIES

variant:  
FDS 9007-27R

Bit Set
FDS 9005-55R

75 mm bits:
PH 1, 2, 3 × 2
PZ 0, 1, 2, 3
SL 3, 4, 5, 6 × 2, 7
H 4, 5, 6 × 2
T 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40 – 2×

• klíč: 4, 6, 8, 10 × 2

• drápový set: 6, 5, 10 – 2×

25 mm bits:
SL 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0

PH 10, 15, 20, 25, 27, 30, 40

50 mm bits:
SL 3.0, 4.0, 5.0

PH 10, 15, 20, 30

125 mm bits:
SL 3.0, 4.0, 5.0
PH 10, 15, 20

6 mm bits:
SL 3.0, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0
PH 0, 1, 2, 3 
PZ 0, 1, 2, 3
TX 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25, 27, 30, 35, 40
H 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 
6.0, 1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 
5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4

SQ 0, 1, 2, 3 

25 mm bits::
PH 0, 1, 2 –4×, 3 – 2× 

PZ 0, 1, 2 – 3×, 3

50 mm bits:: 
SL 3.0, 4.0, 5.0,  T 10, 15, 25, 30

75 mm bits: 
H 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0

Nut attachment 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 mm

25 mm bits:
PH 1, 2, 3 – 3×  PZ 1, 2, 3 – 3×

SL 4.0, 5.0, 6.0 

T 10, 15, 20, 25, 27, 30, 40 – 2×

TR 10, 15 , 20, 25, 27, 30, 40 

H 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 

75 mm bits: 
PH 2, 3  PZ 1, 2  SL 6.0 mm 

T 20, 25

Bit Set
FDS 9004-33R

13 
pcs

12 
pcs

10 
pcs

10 
pcs

9  
pcs

SDS Plus Set 13 pcs 
(Drills + Chisels)

FDV 9151 NEW
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Container
The  

large capacity 
container catches 

everything that 
goes through the 
hose directly into 

the container 
without the 

need for sacks, 
which is a huge 

advantage, 
especially for wet 

cleaning.

Hose
Users will 

appreciate the 
up to 2.5 m long 
hose, especially 
when cleaning 

stairways, 
courtyard 

niches, 
cobwebs 

from ceilings, 
and heavier 

materials.

Socket
The electricity 
socket makes 
connecting 

another 
electrical 

appliance easy. 
The vacuum 

cleaner 
automatically 

starts once 
connected.

Mobility
The base with 
wheels makes 

moving the vacu-
um cleaner along 
the �oor easy. The 

wheels can be 
removed from the 
vacuum cleaner 
when they are 

not required, e.g. 
when cleaning 

staircases.

Wet / Dry Vacuum Cleaners

FIELDMANN universal vacuum cleaners are equipped with a chrome 
container for solid dirt and water with a volume of up to 30 litres and 
a cotton �lter made of solid �bres, which captures even the �nest 
particles. The �lter can be scraped o�, rinsed, and used again a�er 
use. The advantage is the vacuum cleaner is �tted with an electrical 
socket so other devices can be directly connected to it. This is 
a bonus when using another device, such as a pressure washer and 
you need to vacuum immediately. The vacuum cleaner immediately 
absorbs the dirt released by the water jet.

Multi-purpose vacuum cleaners can even vacuum heavy 
dirt, for example, in a garage, workshop, car or wet mud in 

the backyard. They handle coarse and �ne particles and 
also with liquid or uncooled ash up to 40 °C.

Accessories

UNIVERSAL
VACUUM

CLEANERS
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Wet / Dry Vacuum Cleaners Accessories

• voltage/frequency 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,400 W

• solid cotton �lter

• metal container 30 l

• plastic hose 1.5 m

• 2 × plastic extension tube 0.85 m

• �oor nozzle

• tapered nozzle

• round brush

Optional accessories:

• spare cotton �lter: FDU 9004

• voltage/frequency 230 V/50 Hz
• input power: 1,400 W
• socket for additional equipment up to 

2,000 W
• solid cotton �lter
• metal container 30 l
• plastic hose 2.5 m
• aluminium extension tube 0.77 m long
• �oor nozzle (smooth vacuuming or with 

brushes)
• �oor nozzle (brush + squeegee)
• upholstery nozzle
• tapered nozzle
• round brush

Optional accessories:

• spare cotton �lter: FDU 9004

Wet and Dry Vacuum Cleaner
FDU 2003-E

Wet and Dry Vacuum Cleaner 
FDU 2004-E

• voltage/frequency 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,400 W

• socket for additional equipment up to 
2,000 W

• solid cotton �lter

• metal container 30 l

• adjustable echo intensity
• dust removal function
• hose lock
• drainage
• plastic hose 2.5 m

• aluminium extension tube 0.77 m long

• �oor nozzle (smooth vacuuming or with 
brushes)

• �oor nozzle (brush + squeegee)

• upholstery nozzle

• tapered nozzle

• round brush

Optional accessories:

• spare cotton �lter: FDU 901432

• spare HEPA �lter: FDU 911432

Wet and Dry Vacuum Cleaner
FDU 201432-E
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Ash vacuum cleaners have a metal collection container that collects 
cooled and non-cooled ash up to 40 °C and other dry impurities. The 
metal suction hose is safe when sucking in uncooled ash. Even the 
�nest ash particles are then captured e�ciently by the HEPA �lter. This 
year’s new in the range, vacuum cleaner FDU 201002-E, is equipped 
with a �ap function that ensures self-cleaning of the �lter.

Ash vacuum cleaners have a metal collection container that collects 

 This 

• voltage/frequency 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,200 W

• ash suction up to 40 °C

• HEPA �lter

• metal container 20 l

• metal hose 1 m

• aluminium nozzle 0.15 cm

• wheels

• power cord 4.3 m

• declared noise level 80 dB(A)

The package includes FDU 9002:
• plastic hose 1.5 m

• extension tube 0.85 cm long

• �oor nozzle

• tapered nozzle

• rotating brush

Optional accessories:
• spare HEPA �lter: FDU 9003

Ash and Dry Vacuum  
Cleaner

FDU 2002-E

Metal 
Container

The container 
has the optimal 

capacity for 
cleaning ash from 

the �replace or 
for cleaning a car 

or garage and 
does not require 

too much storage 
space.

HEPA �lter
The material 
used in the 
HEPA �lter is 
designed to 

catch even the 
�nest particles, 
such as ash or 

�ne dust.

Accessories
The variability of 
the accessories 

provides the 
additional 

reach required 
with various 

attachments for 
cleaning those 
hard to reach 

areas.

Wheels
The wheels 

guarantee easy 
handling during the 
cleaning process, 
especially when 

cleaning the garage, 
without having to 
carry the vacuum 
cleaner around. 

Nevertheless, users 
will appreciate the 

option to easily 
remove the wheels 

when cleaning 
uneven surfaces such 

as stairways.

Vacuum Cleaners - Dry Vacuuming

Those who grill a lot 
in the summer or like 
to heat their homes at 
home in the winter will 
appreciate the vacuum 
cleaner. It cleans in the 
vicinity of the �replace, 
stove and grill, and 
easily removes ashes 
from very di�cult-to-
access places without 
leaving a single speck.

Accessories

CLEANERS

VACUUMING

VACUUM

FOR ASH
AND DRY
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battery and 

charger
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without 
battery and 

charger

• voltage/frequency 
230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,000 W

• ash suction up to 40 °C

• cotton �lter

• metal container 20 l

• metal hose 1 m

• aluminium nozzle 0.15 m

• weight: 4 kg

• power cord 3 m

• declared noise level 80 dB(A)

Optional accessories:
• spare HEPA �lter: FDU 9003

• spare cotton �lter: FDU 201001

•  ash cleaners

•  voltage/frequency 
230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,000 W

• ash suction up to 40° C

• HEPA filter • metal tools: 20 l

• metal hose: 1 m

aluminium nozzle 0.23 m

• weight: 3.2 kg

- hose length: 3 m

•  filter self-cleaning function - 
by tapping

•  up to 70% more filter cleaning 
efficiency

Optional accessories:
• spare HEPA �lter: FDU 901002

• voltage/frequency 
230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 600 W

• ash suction up to 40 °C

• cotton �lter

• metal container 11 l

• metal hose 1 m

• aluminium nozzle 0.15 m

• weight: 2.4 kg

• power cord 3 m

• declared noise level 80 dB(A)

Optional accessories:
• spare HEPA �lter: FDU 900601

Cordless Vacuum 
Cleaner 18 – 20 V

FDU 58120-0

Ash Vacuum and Dry 
Vacuuming 

FDU 201001-E

Dry Vacuum Cleaner
FDU 201002-E

Ash and Dry Vacuum 
Cleaner

FDU 200601-E

Vacuum Cleaners - Dry Vacuuming Accessories

• voltage: 18–20 V max.

• input power: 120 W

• cleaning ash with 
temperatures up to 40 °C

• cotton �lter

• metal container 20 l

• metal hose 1 m

• aluminium nozzle 0.15 m

• weight: 3.5 kg

• declared noise level 75 dB(A)

The package includes:

• plastic hose 1.5 m

• plastic tube 2 pcs

• long nozzle

• round brush

• �oor nozzle

Optional accessories:

• replacement HEPA �lter  
FDU 9003

• replacement cotton �lter  
FDU 901001

• voltage: 18–20 V max.

• input power: 120 W

• cleaning ash with 
temperatures up to 40 °C

• cotton �lter

• metal container 20 l

• metal hose 1 m

• aluminium nozzle 0.15 m

• weight: 3.5 kg

• declared noise level 75 dB(A)

The package includes:

• plastic hose 1.5 m

• plastic tube 2 pcs

• long nozzle

• round brush

• �oor nozzle

Optional accessories:Optional accessories:Optional accessories:

• replacement HEPA �lter 
FDU 9003

• replacement cotton �lter 
FDU 901001

battery and 
chargerchargercharger



The su�ciently thick materials 
are very strong and do not sag 
even when the maximum length 
is set. Nevertheless, they are light, 
which helps with easy handling.

The unique system means you 
can extend the telescopic 
ladders along the individual 
rungs and it is secured against 
unintentional folding with safety 
catches on both sides of the 
ladder. Each bar of the ladder 
is safely folded by pressing the 
arrester with the thumbs of both 

hands. You can use the ladders to 
the maximum length, even a�er 
releasing only one or two bars.

FIELDMANN multifunctional 
ladder with the articulated 
mechanism, it can be used as 
stepladder that compensates for 
height di�erences, for example, 
between individual steps. For 
more comfortable work, the 
multifunctional ladder can be 
�tted with metal platforms to 
create sca�olding.

The advantage of modern ladders is the ability to set 
the length to your needs. Even at maximum length, 
the ladder can be easily stored, as when folded it is 
surprisingly small.
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Unique System
The unique 
telescopic 

system ensures 
the storage 

of telescopic 
ladders and 

stepladders or 
when transporting 

the ladders in 
a passenger car.

Sophisticated 
Joints

The sophisticated 
joint means you 

can extend 
the ladder or 

�x it in another 
adjustable 

position.

Multi-
functionality

The 
multifunctional 

ladder can 
be used as 

sca�olding for 
easy access 

to a height of 
around 3 m in 
interiors and 

exteriors.

Accessories
The solid metal 

platforms provide 
su�cient comfort 

and safety 
when working 
on sca�olding 

from the 
multifunctional 

ladder.

• maximum length when 
unfolded 6.7 m

• dimensions when folded  
284 × 46 × 16 cm

• distance between side rails 
28 cm

• aluminium thickness 1.2 mm
• maximum load 150 kg
• 10 steps
• weight: only 13 kg

Folding Ladder
FZZ 4008

LaddersAccessories

LADDERS
TELESCOPIC

AND STEPLADDERS
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• unique telescopic system

• extended size 320 x 48 x 8 cm

• dimensions when folded  
81 × 48 × 8 cm

• distance between side rails 
29 cm

• aluminium thickness  
1.3 – 1.5 mm

• maximum load 150 kg

• maximum length 3.2 m

• 11 steps

• weight: only 9.2 kg

• unique telescopic system

• extended size 260 x 47 x 9 cm

• dimensions when folded  
75 × 47 × 9 cm

• distance between side rails 
29 cm

• aluminium thickness  
1.3 – 1.5 mm

• maximum load 150 kg

• maximum length 2.6 m

• 9 steps

• weight: 7 kg

• unique telescopic system

• dimensions when folded  
87 × 48 × 9 cm

• extended size 380 x 48 x 9 cm

• distance between side rails 
29 cm

• aluminium thickness  
1.3 – 1.5 mm

• maximum load 150 kg

• maximum length 3.8 m

• 13 steps

• weight: 11 kg

• unique telescopic system

• dimensions when folded  
87 × 67 × 15 cm

• distance between side rails 
29 cm

• aluminium thickness  
1.3 – 1.5 mm

• maximum load 150 kg

• maximum stepladder length 
1.6 m

• maximum ladder length 3.2 m

• 10 steps

• weight: only 11.5 kg

• dimensions when unfolded  
103 × 41 × 49 cm

• platform size 76 × 30 cm

• length when folded 78 cm

• aluminium thickness 1.0 mm

• weight: 3.6 kg

• maximum ladder length 
360 cm

• maximum stepladder length 
174 cm

• maximum sca�olding height 
98 cm

• distance between side rails 
28 cm

• stabilizer length 61.5 cm

• maximum load 150 kg

• weight: 11 kg

• designed for multifunctional 
ladder FZZ 4107

• board size 1: 86.5 × 30 cm

• board size 2: 56.5 × 30 cm

• weight: 3.4 kg

• maximum load: 120 kg

• unique telescopic system

• dimensions when folded  
90 × 49 × 18 cm

• distance between side rails 
29 cm

• aluminium thickness 1.3 – 
1.5 mm

• maximum load 150 kg

• maximum stepladder length 
2.2 m

• maximum ladder length 4.4 m

• 14 steps

• weight: 15 kg

Telescopic Ladder
FZZ 4002

Telescopic Ladders  
FZZ 4004

Telescopic Ladder
FZZ 4005

Telescopic Ladder/
Stepladder FZZ 4003

Folding Platform
FZZ 2001

Ladder Platform
FZZ 9107

Multifunctional Ladder 
FZZ 4107

Telescopic Dimensions 
Ladder/Stepladder  

FZZ 4006

Ladders

Telescopic Ladder Telescopic Ladders Telescopic Ladder Telescopic Ladder/Telescopic Ladder/

Accessories
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Careful maintenance is essential 
for every car. Sometimes 
you don’t even have to wait 
for service, for example, 
when changing wheels. The 
FIELDMANN impact wrench 
means you can easily and 
quickly loosen the wheels 
and tighten them again. The 
compressor can in�ate the tyres.

And if the digital tyre pressure gauge 
measures the right pressure, your 
journey will be comfortable, safe 
and environmentally friendly. Have 
the su�cient depth of the sample 
con�rmed with a depth gauge, also 
from the FIELDMANN range, which 
you can also use at home when 
measuring the depth of drilled holes.

Car accessories and car accessories 
have been an integral part of the 
FIELDMANN brand range for several 
years. Durable scrapers, car brooms 
and folding snow shovels were the 
�rst to become popular; today 
FIELDMANN includes a wide range of 
car accessories. This year, for example, 
it has expanded to include car kits 
for the car’s interior and exterior. The 
o�er of these sets is supplemented by 
brushes with which you can remove 
the pet hair from car seats. Individual 
products from washing sets are also 
excellent for household cleaning.

CAR ACCESSORIES

Storage 
Compartment

Organise your 
car accessories 

on metal shelves. 
New corner 

variant.

Measure it 
Yourself

The sample 
measurement, 
thread depths, 

drilled holes. You 
can do it now.

Adapter
A universal 

accessory for 
compressors for 
�exibly in�ating 

various toys.

Order is the 
Foundation

Modern 
organisers made 

of durable 
and washable 
materials will 
make long 

journeys more 
pleasant for your 

passengers.

Car Accessories

Careful maintenance is essential 
for every car. Sometimes 
you don’t even have to wait 
for service, for example, 

Accessories
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Air Compressor
FDAK 201524-E

Air Compressor
FDAK 201550-E

Air Compressor
FDAK 201101-E

Air Compressor
FDAK 12011

Set of Accessories  
for Compressors
FDAK 901501-E

Charger
Car Battery 6 V/12 V

FDAS 12002

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,500 W

• rated power 2,850 rpm

• bottle capacity 24 l

• maximum pressure 8 bars

• approximate suction power  
198 l/ min.

• weight: 25 kg

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,500 W

• rated power 2,850 rpm

• bottle capacity 50 l

• maximum pressure 8 bars

• approximate suction power  
198 l/ min.

• weight: 32 kg

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• input power: 1,100 W

• air compressor without oil 
and tank

• suction capacity: 180 l/min

• PVC pipe length: 3 m

• 8 piece accessory set

• plug into a 12 V cigarette 
lighter

• pressure gauge in bar with an 
accuracy of 0.1 bar

• diameter of the cylinder 
30 mm

• power cord 3 m

• 1 m hose with screw 
connector

• non-stop operation up to 15 
min.

• in�ation time of 
a conventional tyre up to 2.4 
bars: 3 min.

• set of 6 pcs

• tyre in�ation pistols with 
pressure gauge

• blowguns

• adapter and needle for 
in�ating toys

• spiral PU hose

• voltage: 230 V/50 Hz

• DC output

• 6 V/12 V, 2 A/4 A

• display

• charged, reversing of polarity,

• excess current, protection 
against overheating

• usable for cars, motorcycles, 
electric cars, toy cars, 
sailboats, etc. with 6 V/12 V

• (4--120 Ah) lead (Lead Acid) 
battery

Car Accessories

Air Compressor
FDAK 201550-E

rated power 2,850 rpm

maximum pressure 8 bars

approximate suction power 

Air Compressor

Accessories
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Metal Shelf
FDR 1800

Windshield Protection
Against Sun and Icing

FDAZ 6002

Metal Corner Shelf
FDR 1840R

Car Brush
FZO 5012

Metal Shelf
FDR 1820

Car Scraper
FZO 5011

Windshield Protection
Against Sun and Icing

FDAZ 6001

Telescopic Car Brush
FZO 5013

• metal shelf with 5 shelves

• dimensions: 90 × 40 × 180 cm

• frame: galvanized steel 
0.7 mm thick

• shelf: MDF board 5 mm thick

• maximum loading of each 
shelf: 175 kg

• the height of the shelf can be 
adjusted according to your 
needs

• easy and fast assembly - 
without the use of screws

• versatile use: in the workshop, 
garage, for storage and in 
the o�ce

• plastic corner protectors

• weight: 16 kg

• size 1,300 × 600 mm

• mainly for winter use

• blocks harmful UV rays

• reduces ice on glass

• corner shelf with 5 shelves

• dimensions: 90 × 40 × 180 cm

• frame: galvanized steel 
0.7 mm thick

• shelf: MDF board 5 mm thick

• maximum loading of each 
shelf: 175 kg

• the height of the shelf can be 
adjusted according to your 
needs

• helps maximize the use of 
your space

• easy and fast assembly - 
without the use of screws

• versatile use: in the workshop, 
garage, for storage and in 
the o�ce

• plastic corner protectors

• 2-in-1 brush and scraper 
combo

• length 60 cm

• aluminium handle

• ABS scraper

• PVC bristle

• metal shelf with 5 shelves
• dimensions: 120 × 40 × 180 cm
• frame: galvanized steel 

0.7 mm thick
• shelf: MDF board 5 mm thick
• maximum loading of each 

shelf: 175 kg
• the height of the shelf can be 

adjusted according to your 
needs

• helps maximize the use of 
your space

• easy and fast assembly - 
without the use of screws

• versatile use: in the workshop, 
garage, for storage and in 
the o�ce

• plastic corner protectors
• weight: 17 kg

• anti-freeze ABS plastic

• so�ened handle

• length 31.5 cm

• width 11.5 cm

• size 1,300 × 600 mm

• mainly for summer use

• blocks harmful UV rays

• reduces indoor temperature

• 3-in1 brush, scraper and wiper

• length 81–120 cm

• aluminium handle

• ABS scraper

• PVC bristle

Car Accessories

• anti-freeze ABS plastic

• so�ened handle

• length 31.5

• width 11.5

Windshield Protection

Accessories

NEW
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Car Accessories Accessories

• window squeegee 
1 pc

• squeegee for fans

• 2 in 1 (so� cotton / 
mesh structure)

• washing gloves 2 in 
1 (micro�bre/mesh 
structure)

• micro�ber cloth

• autocalibration

• range up to 12 bars

• deviation 0.05 bar

• LCD display

• units: bar, kpa, psi,  
kg/cm2

• material: rubber �bres
• 8 pcs
• length: 20-120 cm
• thickness: 8 mm

• 5-in-1 car emergency 
assistant • tyre pressure 
gauge

• range: up to 12 bars
• units: bar, kpa, psi,  

kg/cm2

• belt cutter
• safety hammer
• LED lamp
• red warning LED lighting

• universal

• simple installation

• point clamping

• improves the interior 
environment of the 
vehicle

• swivel head 1 pc
• folded handle 1 pc
• spray bottle 1 pc
• micro�bre cloth 2 pcs
• �exible duster 1 pc

• material: nylon
• ratchet
• catching hooks
• length: 2.5 × 500 cm

• pad under a child car 
seat

• seat protection 
against bruises

• �uid resistant

• pad under the pet in the car 

• adjustable headrest straps 

• Velcro • for most cars 

• protects the car from pet hair, dirt, liquids, scratches

• pad under the pet on the back seat 

• window for visual contact with the animal 

• protection from all sides

• protects the car from pet hair, dirt, liquids, scratches

• voltage 230 V / 50 Hz
• power 1,200 W
• no load speed: 500–

3,300 rpm.
• polishing pad 

diameter: 180 mm
• 1× polishing pad
• 1× type D holder
• 1 pair of spare carbon

• folding car organiser

• number of storage 
compartments

• in the luggage 
compartment and for 
mounting on a free seat

Washing Set 6 Pcs
FDAC 1001

Tyre Pressure 
Gauge FDLM 0101

Gumicuk 8 pcs 
FDAG 1001

Car Assistant 
FDAM 0251

Seat Organiser  
FDAP 60401

Set Of Car Cleaners 
FDAC 1003

Strap with Hooks 
FDAG 1101

Car Seat Washer
 FDAP 60201

Protective Trunk Cover
FDAP 60501

Protective Car Seat Cover
FDAP 60551

Body Polisher 
FDAL 201202-E

Car Organiser 
FDAP 60301

• tyre sample 
measurement, thread 
depths, drilled holes

• autocalibration
• range up to 25 mm

Depth Gauge 
FDAM 0201
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Accessories Optional Accessories, Spare Parts

CHAINSAWS FIELDMANN CHAIN CODE FIELDMANN LATHE CODE OREGON CHAIN CODE OREGON LATHE CODE

Electric saw FZP 2000-E FZP 9016 50001704 FZP 9014 50001702

Electric saw FZP 2005-E FZP 9016 50001704 FZP 9014 50001702

Electric saw FZP 2020-E FZP 9023 50002931 FZP 9002 50000307

Petrol saw FZP 3714-B FZP 9001 50000306 FZP 9002 50000307 FZP 9003 50000862 FZP 9022-B 50002682

Petrol saw FZP 4216-B FZP 9001 50000306 FZP 9005-B 50000307 FZP 9003 50000862 FZP 9022-B 50002682

Petrol saw FZP 4516-B FZP 9001 50000306 FZP 9005-B 50001272 FZP 9003 50000862 FZP 9022-B 50002682

Petrol saw FZP 5016-B FZP 9008-B 50001275 FZP 9020-B 50002591 FZP 9010-B 50001277

Petrol saw FZP 5216-B FZP 9008-B 50001275 FZP 9020-B 50002591 FZP 9010-B 50001277

STRING LAWNMOWERS NYLON STRING 60 m CODE COIL CODE COIL COVER CODE

FZS 2105 E FZS 9017-60 50004231 FZS 9030 50004074 FZS 9031 50004075

FZS 2306 E FZS 9019 50001705 FZS 9032 50004076 FZS 9033 50004077

FZS 2505 E FZS 9019 50001705 FZS 9025 50003392 FZS 9026 50003393

FZS 2002 E FZS 9019 50001705 FZS 9012 50001323 FZS 9011 50001322

FZS 2050 E FZS 9020 50001689 FZS 9015 50001691

18 V SERIES 
ONE BATTERY 
FOR ALL

2 Ah BATTERY CODE 4 Ah BATTERY CODE QUICK CHARGER CODE

FDUZ 50020 50002986 FDUZ 50040 50002987 FDUZ 51000 50003960

FDUZ 50003 50003293 FDUZ 50000 50002121

FDUZ 50004 50003996

20 V SERIES
FAST POWER 
20 V

2 Ah BATTERY CODE 4 Ah BATTERY CODE QUICK CHARGER CODE

FDUZ 79020 50004543 FDUZ 79040 50004544 FDUZ 79100 50004602

FDUZ 79110 50004603

CORDLESS STRING 
MOWER CÍVKA + KRYT KÓD

FZS 70105-0 20V FZS 9105 50004707
CORDLESS STRING MOWER FZS 1025-A

BATTERY FZO 9006 50004821

NYLON STRING 60 m FZS 9019 50001705

COIL FZS 9025 50003392

COIL COVER FZS 9026 50003393

CORDLESS MOWER MOWING 
KNIFE CODE BATTERY CODE

FZR 2110 Li FZR 9031-Li 50004053 FZR 9110 50004381

FZR 70375-0 2×20V FZR 9034-A 50004705 tab 20V

FZR 70335-A 2×20V FZR 9035-A 50004706 tab 20V

CORDLESS SHEARS BATTERY CODE

FZN 4101-2 A/AT FZO 9003 50001967

FZN 5101-A FZO 9005 50003792

EL. LAWNMOWERS MOWING 
KNIFE CODE

FZR 2015-E FZR 9030-E 50003805

FZR 2021-E FZR 9021-E 50002348

FZR 2025-E FZR 9021-E 50002348

FZR 2028-E FZR 9028-E 50003595

FZR 2035-E FZR 9024-E 50003263

FZR 2046-E FZR 9027-E 50003594

CORDLESS TOOLS CHARGER CODE BATTERY CODE

FDV 10252-A FDV 90252 50004687

FDV 10253-A FDV 90252 50004687  

FDV 10201-A FDV 90201RN 50003044 FDV 90201 50003043

FDV 10251-A FDV 90251RN 50003574 FDV 90251 50003573

FDV 10301-A FDV 90301N 50003655 FDV 90301 50003654

FDV 10351-A FDV 90351 50002153

FDV 10352-55AR FDV 90352RN 50003704 FDV 90352 50003702

FDV 10401-A FDV 90401 50004244

CORDLESS PRUNER OREGON LATHE 20 cm CODE OREGON CHAIN CODE

FZP 70505-0 20V FZS 9008 50004703 FZS 9019 50004704

PETROL LAWN SCARIFIER SPRING ROLLER CODE

FZV 6050-B FZV 9050-B 50004371

BUSH CUTTERS NYLON 
STRING 60 m CODE BASIC STRING 

HEAD CODE STRING HEAD 
TWIST&GO CODE MOWING 

KNIFE CODE STRAP CODE

 FZS 3003-B FZS 9021 50001690 FZS 9016 50001683 FZS 9023 50004708 FZS 9004 50000519 FZS 9052 50003133

 FZS 3020-B FZS 9021 50001690 FZS 9016 50001683 FZS 9023 50004708 FZS 9004 50000519 FZS 9052 50003133

 FZS 4004-B FZS 9021 50001690 FZS 9016 50001683 FZS 9023 50004708 FZS 9004 50000519 FZS 9052 50003133

 FZS 5003-B FZS 9021 50001690 FZS 9016 50001683 FZS 9023 50004708 FZS 9004 50000519 FZS 9052 50003133

BASIC STRING BASIC STRING 

BATTERY CODE

CORDLESS STRING MOWER FZS 1025-A

BATTERY
NYLON STRING 60
COIL

COIL COVER

Li-ION20V
FASTPOWER

ONE BATTERY FOR ALL ⁄ NEW GENERATION

Li-ION20V
FASTPOWER

ONE BATTERY FOR ALL ⁄ NEW GENERATION

Li-ION20V
FASTPOWER

ONE BATTERY FOR ALL ⁄ NEW GENERATION

PETROL LAWNMOWERS MOWING KNIFE CODE

FZR 4003-79BH, FZR 4008-79B FZR 9023-B 50003262

FZR 4005-127BH FZR 9018-B 50001714

FZR 4210-B FZR 9033-B 50004342

FZR 4608 B, FZR 4614-144B; BES FZR 9025-B 50003264

FZR 4611-144B, FZR 4616-144B/BES, FZR 4618-144BV, 
FZR 4625BV FZR 9019-B 50002079

FZR 4615 LiBES FZR 9015-BES 50004422

FZR 5115-170B FZR 9020-B 50002080

FZR 5114-170B/BV; FZR 5124BV FZR 9029-B 50003596

FZR 5611-B FZR 9032-B 50004343
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Authorized repair Service partners

FAST ČR, a. s.  
U Sanitasu 1621  
251 01 Říčany u Prahy

Products that appear in the catalogue are subject 
to change without prior warning for technical 
improvements, colour speci�cation changes and 
stock availability in each country. The manufacturer 
is not responsible for any published errors.

We repair all the machines that we sell! We 
undertake warranty and post-warranty repairs at 
our 32 service centres and always use genuine 
spare parts. You can also have your equipment 
checked as a precaution or get a post-season 
inspection.

More information about the nearest service centre 
can be found on the website WWW.FIELDMANN.EU

Contacts

WWW.FIELDMANN.EU/SERVIS






